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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to further our understanding of the long term planning
generation and transmission cooptimization problem with particular emphasis on generating
plans flexible to many scenarios. Unlike scenario analysis used to analyze a single scenario
at a time in deterministic programs, probabilistic methods such as stochastic programming
and adaptive programming are used to generate plans flexible to various futures within a
single mathematical program. This dissertation initially analyzes the deterministic program
on a realistic 300 bus representation of the Western Interconnection by characterizing the
benefits of simultaneous generation and transmission cooptimization. It then introduces
a method for reducing the computational complexity of the deterministic problem and
applies it to the Bonneville Power Administration’s operational area. Finally, it provides
a qualitative, quantitative, graphical, and simulated comparison of both stochastic and
adaptive programming. In order simulate the performance of the two methods a folding
horizon simulation is produced.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Introduction
Determining how to upgrade and design the bulk electric power grid is a fundamental
component of the modern day utility’s work. The impact of power system design can not
be overstated as modern day power grids sprawl the Earth connecting the World’s major
countries and population centers. The importance of electricity is perhaps most noticeable
in our own lives through our reliance on cell phone networks, computers, lighting and
increasingly automotive transport. Because electricity is so ubiquitous it is easy to forget
about the critical infrastructure sectors as described by The White House (2013) such as
water and wastewater treatment, financial services, as well as food and agriculture that are
highly electrified and which we rely on every day.
However, the benefits of electricity do not come cheap. Generation and transmission
capacity investments in the power grid are often in the billions of dollars with lifespans of 20
to 50 years Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE. Thus, it is imperative that electric power
system planners continuously refine existing methods and develop new ways to minimize cost
and increase the flexibility of investment to accommodate unpredictable future scenarios.
Two methods that help achieve these objectives which are investigated in this work are
generation and transmission cooptimization and stochastic optimization.
Generation and transmission cooptimization (CEP) means that we solve for the optimal
generation expansion plan (GEP) and transmission expansion plan (TEP) simultaneously
rather than serially. Liu et al. (2013), Spyrou et al. (2017), and Maloney et al. (2019)
demonstrate that cooptimization is at least as cost effective as serial approaches. But we
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know this must always be the case as solving the GEP only is equivalent to solving the CEP
but with transmission investment fixed to zero. If we were to allow transmission investment
as well as generation investment, one possible solution is, as we already know, the GEP
with transmission investment fixed to zero. However, there are likely other solutions that
involve non-zero transmission investment that will be lower cost than simply the GEP. Thus
the CEP is at least as cost effective as the GEP only. The same argument can be made in
regards to moving from a TEP to the CEP.
While cooptimization is a method that can lower the cost of planning decisions by
taking into account multiple planning processes simultaneously, stochastic optimization
encompasses techniques that allow the planner to create designs flexible to a variety of
possible futures. We see the applicability of this in our everyday lives.
In February 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a stay on the Clean Power
Plan (CPP), a government program to reduce carbon emissions. The CPP
mandates that each State submit its final plan of compliance by June 2016 with
a possible two year extension through 2018 while enforcement does not go into
effect until 2022 The United States Environmental Protection Agency (2016).
To further complicate matters, a final ruling on the CPP is not expected until
summer 2017 or even summer 2018 Environmental And Energy Study Institute
(2016), Center for Strategic & International Studies (2016). Meanwhile utilities
will continue building infrastructure to meet new demand and replace aging
equipment. The eventual ruling on the CPP is of high importance to utilities and
consumers as poor investment decisions can lead to underutilized assets leaving
ratepayers with costly energy bills. Should the CPP stay intact, wind, solar, and
natural gas investments are likely to be the most attractive investment choices.
However, should the CPP be struck down, coal power may still constitute a
good investment for utilities Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE.
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Traditional optimization strategies for capacity expansion planning involve solv-
ing a deterministic model whose parameters represent a single future. However,
this method can yield undesirable results if those parameters are not realized in
the future. In reality model parameters cannot be predicted with perfect accu-
racy Maloney and McCalley (2017) c© 2017 IEEE. To accommodate uncertain
model parameters, techniques have been developed to determine investments ro-
bust to a variety of futures rather than just one Maloney and McCalley (2017)
c© 2017 IEEE.
The purpose of this work is to further develop and demonstrate cooptimization and
stochastic optimization methods. Specifically, research objectives include:
1. Construction and validation of system model and associated least cost planning soft-
ware for the Western Interconnection (WI) with focus on The Bonneville Power Ad-
ministration’s (BPA) area.
2. Development and extension of methods that improve computational efficiency.
3. Design and implementation of flexible planning software and comparison of two dif-
ferent types of stochastic programming.




The material of this section (section 1.2.1) is adapted from Maloney et al. (2019) Copy-
right c© 2019 by the Authors. DOI: 10.1177/0309524X18814966.
Initial efforts at using mathematical programming techniques have focused on
solving the generation and transmission expansion problems separately. Accord-
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ing to Adams et al. (1972), an early effort at using mathematical optimization
for capacity expansion planning is found in Masse and Gibrat (1957). This work
minimizes the total cost of a generation expansion plan (GEP) subject to a con-
straint on investment costs. The plan evaluates several types of hydro, tidal, and
steam power plants and determines that for different allotted investment cost
budgets, different combinations of candidate plants represent the most economic
plans. Extensions to linear programming as a planning tool using load duration
curves are discussed in Adams et al. (1972) and Berrie and Anderson (1972)
which are summarized by Sasson and Merrill (1974). While both Adams et al.
(1972) and Berrie and Anderson (1972) discuss linear programming techniques
for generation expansion planning, Adams et al. (1972) goes one step further
by introducing the concept of transmission expansion planning (TEP) using a
transportation model. In Garver (1970), an application of the transmission ex-
pansion plan is solved using linear programming techniques on a 6 bus system
“to meet a specific load” (Sasson and Merrill (1974)) meaning no load duration
curve is used.
Later approaches such as Gu et al. (2012) have attempted to coordinate the GEP
and TEP within an iterative procedure rather than within the same optimization
formulation. This may improve solution time by decomposing and solving the
GEP and TEP problems separately. However, as proven in Liu et al. (2013) (as
cited by Spyrou et al. (2017)), iterative approaches may not guarantee the same
optimal value that cooptimization within a single optimization problem does.
While the previously discussed studies have all been deterministic, a variety of
work implements cooptimization with stochastic models. In Munoz et al. (2014)
the authors focus on a detailed scenario analysis, quantify the cost of ignoring
uncertainty, and emphasize the importance of rigorous stochastic planning tech-
niques over heuristics. In Liu et al. (2017), multistage stochastic programming
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is implemented using a decomposition algorithm for improved computational
performance. In Maloney et al. (2016) a variation on traditional stochastic pro-
gramming is compared to traditional approaches, and in Maloney and McCalley
(2017) the effects of wind uncertainties on the stochastic program are investi-
gated in the context of cooptimization.
As discussed in Spyrou et al. (2017), there appears to be a lack of literature
quantifitying the benefits of techniques like cooptimization over traditional ap-
proaches. She indicates that cooptimization literature tends to focus on model-
ing techniques within the cooptimization framework rather than on quantifying
the effect of cooptimization itself. Only two works specifically focus on quanti-
fying the benefits of cooptimization on generation and transmission expansion
planning. As indicated in Spyrou et al. (2017), the paper by Liu et al. (2013)
investigates cooptimization on a 13-bus representation of the US power grid, of
which only 3 nodes are used to represent the Western Interconnection (WI). In
Spyrou et al. (2017) the benefits of cooptimization are quantified for the Eastern
Interconnection on a 24 bus system.
The contributions of this paper are to (1) quantify the benefit of cooptimization
on a much larger and more granular network representation than has previously
been attempted in Liu et al. (2013) or Spyrou et al. (2017). This work utilizes
a 312 bus network representation of the WI of which 96 buses represent the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) area. Second (2), because the network
is much larger and granular it attempts to analyze investments and costs be-
tween the cooptimized and iterative approaches on three different levels; the
WI system, the BPA operational area, and by state/region. Finally (3), while
Liu et al. (2013) models Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) via a DC powerflow
intra-regionally, Spyrou et al. (2017) does not consider KVL. However, Spyrou
et al. (2017) observes the affect of sensitivities on the cooptimization/iterative
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approach methods while Liu et al. (2013) does not. This work uses KVL for
existing lines and explores the sensitivity of cooptimization and iterative ap-
proaches to both carbon and transmission costs.
1.2.2 Study of a grid Partition
Transmission expansion planning (TEP) models need to balance computational tractabil-
ity with accuracy. To achieve computational tractability DC power flow analysis is often
used as it can be formulated as a LP or MILP. LP formulations of the long term trans-
mission expansion planning problem are often divided into 2 classes; transportation models
that ignore KVL for all lines and hybrid models that ignore KVL only for candidate lines.
MILP formulations enable KVL to be modeled for all transmission lines but at the cost
of requiring binary variables for candidate lines. When a MILP formulation is used and
KVL is modeled for all transmission lines this is often refered to as a disjunctive model. All
three formualations are examined in Romero et al. (2002). A second source, Bahiense et al.
(2001) explains the necessity of the disjunctive model to prevent nonlinearities when mod-
eling KVL for candidate lines and proposes an alternative disjunctive model formulation.
A third paper Li and McCalley (2017) with relevance to this work proposes a binary dis-
junctive formulation to help reduce binary decision variables when modeling many identical
parallel lines.
Expansion planning models can also be categorized as regional or intra-regional. Re-
gional studies are developed in Li and McCalley (2015) and Gerbaulet and Lorenz (2017)
which contain full expansion plans of the United States and Europe respectively from which
some intra-regional planning decisions might be made. However, due to computational
tractability, it may be desireable to extract an internal system from a regional system for
stand alone study. This is done in Weber et al. (2017) as a methodology for developing
scenarios as input to robust planning models. The methodology employed in this work dif-
ferentiates itself from Li and McCalley (2015) and Gerbaulet and Lorenz (2017) in that it
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employs a network reduction to enhance computation tractability to generate intra-regional
plans. It differentiates itself from Weber et al. (2017) in that it is entirely focused on com-
municating the intra-regional planning methodology and its performance rather than using
a reduction as a means for scenario development. Technically, the method differentiates it-
self from Weber et al. (2017) in that the system, investment decisions, study duration, and
planning model (deterministic to deterministic) are intentionally designed to be consistent
between steps since its purpose is the complete refinement of an existing plan, rather than
a novel comparison of robust planning methodologies to projected 2050 futures.
Hierarchical solution strategies that iteratively solve progressively more difficult versions
of the TEP are similar to the work in this paper. This is observed in Romero and Monticelli
(1994) which proposes a Benders’ decomposition strategy that slowly steps up the model
fidelity from a transportation model to a hybrid model to a integer investment based model.
This work differentiates itself from Romero and Monticelli (1994) in that rather than using
a decomposition method to improve computational tractability, it both increases model
complexity in the internal system and eliminates all model fidelity in the external system
through pre-computed tie line flows to achieve additional computational efficiency. This is
not unlike Li et al. (2016) where a “hierarchical control structure” is used to coordinate
tie line flows for inter-regional dispatch. However, Li et al. (2016) studies a short time
scale, does not consider capacity investments, and decomposes the problem with the intent
of getting tie line flows, whereas in this work tie lines are computed for the purpose of
decomposing the problem.
Another TEP problem that is solved hierarchically and implemented in this work is the
line selection problem which determines which line candidates to include in the optimization
model, as a smaller set can greatly improve computational tractability. In Spyrou et al.
(2017), this is achieved by relaxing existing line limits. Then the amount each line exceeds
its actual capacity during simulation is tracked. Shadow prices from this simulation are
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then used to determine line candidate capacities and paths for reinforcement in a second
step that doesn’t relax line limits.
In Donohoo and Perez-Arriaga (2013), rather than relaxing existing line limits, candidate
line limits and integrality are relaxed in a first step. Instead of using shadow prices the
amount of investment in each candidate line is used to develop a new line with equivalent or
greater capacity than the investment found in the initial step. A method similar to Donohoo
and Perez-Arriaga (2013), uses a binary disjunctive model rather than classical disjunctive
model with relaxed candidate line integrality Li and McCalley (2017). It then iteratively
solves mixed integer linear programs while slowly increasing line candidate capacity when
necessary. The line filtering methodology used in this paper utilizes a binary disjunctive
based line filtering methodology, but applies it to the CEP rather than TEP.
The main contribution of this dissertation in regard to subgrid planning is the develop-
ment, demonstration, and validation of a novel computationally efficient hierarchical two
step method for studying a system internal to a much larger system. Specifically, the method
employed finds appropriate tie flows for the full system by solving a hybrid transmission
model (relaxed disjunctive model) and then uses these tie flows to eliminate the external
system resulting in greater computational efficiency in the second step. Consequently, it
can be solved at a higher fidelity using binary investment decision variables within a bi-
nary disjunctive transmission model. Furthermore, a binary disjunctive based line filtering
methodology similar to that found in Li and McCalley (2017) has been implemented in the
CEP rather than the TEP.
1.2.3 Treatment of uncertainty, scenario generation, and scenario reduction
Traditionally planning studies have been based on deterministic formulations
Garver (1970). A typical deterministic electric infrastructure expansion planning
study can be represented as an optimization problem where cost is minimized
over a specified planning period subject to a variety of operational, reliability,
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and physical constraints. Load growth is forecasted and used as a parameter in
the model to drive investment decisions. Over the course of the planning horizon
the optimization formulation determines the most economic investments subject
to the constraints under study. The deterministic planning strategy assumes
the planner knows model parameters such as the rate of load growth, generation
technology costs, and policy constraints like carbon taxes for the entire planning
horizon. However, this is unrealistic as planners do not know how the future
will unfold Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE.
Thus it is desirable to generate plans that are robust to a variety of possible futures
and whose parameters are represented by probability distributions. Because many of the
algorithms that are used to solve mathematical programs require discrete parameter values,
the random variables often need to be discretized King and Wallace (2012). The discretized
random variables can be combined in different combinations which is often termed a scenario
or future which has an associated probability of being realized. However, because there are
often more scenarios generated by the problem discretization than is possible to model in a
computationally tractable stochastic program, it is desirable to find a representative subset
of the full scenario space that gives a similar answer to the full scenario space stochastic
program. This introduces the concept of the scenario reduction techniques.
One potential way to classify scenario reduction methodologies is by whether they at-
tempt to find representative futures based on input data to the stochastic program or if they
use output data from solving some version of the optimization problem. A popular tech-
nique used in input methods is to find a close scenario reduction with x scenarios to the full
scenario space using probability metrics where x is a user defined parameter. In Dupacova
et al. (2003) algorithms for forward and backward reduction methodologies are introduced.
Forward reduction methodologies gradually add scenarios to a set until the desired number
of scenarios is met. Along the way probability redistributed to the added scenarios. The
backwards reduction methodology is similar to the forward reduction methodology except
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that it starts with the full set of scenarios and gradually removes scenarios until only x are
left. As scenarios are removed, probability is redistributed from the removed scenarios to
scenarios that are left in the set. Heitsch and Romisch (2003) introduces modifications to
the original forward and backward algorithms of Dupacova et al. (2003) which they refer to
as simultaneous backward and fast forward reduction methodologies.
A slightly different take on input methodologies is demonstrated in Hoyland and Wallace
(2001) where statistics associated with the random variables are used to generate scenarios
to include in the stochastic program. This is achieved in Hoyland and Wallace (2001) by
minimizing the difference between scenario properties or statistics and desired statistics
within an optimization problem. The decision variables in this optimization problem repre-
sent the uncertain parameters or values that can be used to compute uncertain parameters
belonging to scenarios for use in a stochastic program.
Output methods include those designed in Mejia-Giraldo (2013), Olatujoye (2015), Feng
and Ryan (2014), Morales et al. (2009). Both Mejia-Giraldo (2013) and Olatujoye (2015)
are demonstrated on electric power system expansion planning problems. In Mejia-Giraldo
(2013), each GEP scenario is solved for characteristic scenarios obtained by running a
k-mediods algorithm on the generation investment from the deterministic problem. Olatu-
joye (2015) is similar to Mejia-Giraldo (2013), except that it uses a hierarchical clustering
analysis (HCA) on the generation and transmission investments of a CEP to determine
characteristic futures. Morales et al. (2009) on the other hand, solves deterministic elec-
tricity market problems and then uses the results within a forward reduction algorithm
to determine characteristic scenarios much like several of the previously described input
methods. Similarly, Feng and Ryan (2014) use output data within a forward selection type
algorithm but for a stochastic unit commitment problem.
This dissertation implements an input and output methodology for scenario reduction.
The input method uses GAMS’s GAMS Development Corporation (2015) scenRed2 for-
ward/backward reduction algorithm GAMS (2019a) while the output method extends the
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method used in Mejia-Giraldo (2013) to CEP. Contributions to the scenario construc-
tion/generation methodology is the extension of the method described in Mejia-Giraldo
(2013) to the CEP as well as the evaluation of the effectiveness of the input/output meth-
ods for the CEP using the implemented approaches within the validation software discussed
in section 7.
1.2.4 Study of uncertainty with stochastic programming and adaptation
Typically two stage and multistage stochastic programming models concerning
capacity expansion planning have a similar structure with respect to their first
and later stage decisions. In van der Weijde and Hobbs (2012); Munoz et al.
(2014, 2012); Gorenstin et al. (1993), capacity investment decisions made in the
first stage occur temporally before capacity investment decisions in later stages.
Alternative methods include strictly allowing capacity investments in stage one
and operational decisions in stage two. With regard to this strategy, methods
proposed in Wu et al. (2016); Montoya-Bueno et al. (2015) and Lopez et al.
(2007); Jirutitijaroen and Singh (2008) differ in that the former gives temporal
resolution to the capacity investments of stage 1 while the latter treats capacity
investments as occurring at the same instance in time.
Another method for treating uncertainty introduces the idea of adaptation costs.
In Zhao et al. (2009) and Zhao et al. (2011) optimal plans are developed for
several future scenarios. The cost to adapt these plans to each scenario is cal-
culated and the plan with the “minimum maximum” adaptation cost is selected
as the best plan. The concept of adaption costs is further explored in Mej́ıa-
Giraldo and McCalley (2014), which integrates the idea of adaptation costs into
a stochastic programming framework. The work of Mej́ıa-Giraldo and McCalley
(2014) differs from Zhao et al. (2009, 2011) in that it does not choose a plan
from a set of candidate plans but rather designs a new plan based on candidate
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plans Mej́ıa-Giraldo and McCalley (2014). The work of Mej́ıa-Giraldo and Mc-
Calley (2014) also differs from traditional stochastic programming methods in
that both its first and second stages address capacity expansion decisions for
overlapping time periods (Adapted from Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE ).
As stated by Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE, “Given that adaptation Mej́ıa-Giraldo
and McCalley (2014) and traditional stochastic programming methods are both stochastic,
recourse-based mathematical programming formulations, it is of interest to elucidate the
differences in structure, interpretation and performance between these two techniques.” In
this dissertation we make this comparison qualitatively, quantitatively, and analytically.
Both Maloney et al. (2016) and Olatujoye (2015) provide a qualitative comparison analysis
while Maloney et al. (2016) provides a quantitative comparison of adaptation with 2 stage
stochastic programming on a 3 period problem. Olatujoye (2015) on the other hand does
not provide a quantitative comparison but does analytically compare the formulations to
understand the differences in computational complexity between the two methods. This
dissertation will continue to build on the work on Maloney et al. (2016) implementing the
quantitative comparison on a much larger 312 bus system. It also extends analytical analysis
of Olatujoye (2015) by demonstrating the necessary steps required to convert a traditional
stochastic program for capacity expansion planning such as used in van der Weijde and
Hobbs (2012); Munoz et al. (2014, 2012); Gorenstin et al. (1993) to the adaptive program
as described in Mej́ıa-Giraldo and McCalley (2014). Additionally, it will revisit the compu-
tational complexity analysis in Olatujoye (2015) and evaluate whether adaptation decision
variables and constraints can grow linearly with stages while modeling non-anticipative like




After attaining a solution to any research problem we should always ask ourselves, “Is
the solution correct” or “what level of quality does our solution have?” Fortunately, there
are many ways to address this question for the stochastic program. Perhaps the most
commonly used metric is the percent gap for integer programs. For a minimization problem
the percent gap measures the difference in the best found integer solution to a lower bound
on the problem (See GAMS (2019b) definitions of gap). However, the solution gap only
measures solution quality with respect to a given scenario tree.
Quality metrics also exist for determining the appropriateness of the scenario tree gener-
ation methodology. Two of these include the in-sample and out-of-sample stability metrics
described in King and Wallace (2012) and Kaut and Wallace (2007), while Maloney and
McCalley (2017) demonstrates a version of these metrics on a small system for several wind
uncertainties. As described by King and Wallace (2012), in-sample stability is a tree vali-
dation methodology where solutions are validated on the tree from which they come. More
specifically, objective values produced from different trees are compared and if there is little
variance between the objectives we say that the model is in-sample stable. Both King and
Wallace (2012) and Kaut and Wallace (2007) describe out-of-sample stability as compar-
ing solutions from different trees on the actual distributions (rather and discretizations).
However, King and Wallace (2012) describe a weaker test that is often more practical as
taking the “here and now” solution from one tree, fixing it into another tree, and then
checking the total cost of the resulting solution. If the variability in the cost function is
small when testing solutions in trees from which they do not come, the model is said to be
out-of-sample stable. According to King and Wallace (2012), out-of-sample stability is an
important metric as it can determine if the scenario tree generation methodology is missing
important tails of the random variable probability distributions.
Validation of models can also take the form of rolling horizon simulations which is
demonstrated in Fleten et al. (2002) and Kouwenberg (2001) for financial problems. In
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Fleten et al. (2002), a stochastic programming strategy is compared to a fixed investment
mix strategy within the rolling horizon simulation. The rolling horizon involves determining
the optimal decisions at the initial time step. The optimal decisions are then assumed to
be implemented, scenario trees are rebuilt, and the investment strategies are re-simulated
again at the next time step. This is repeated for the desired number of time steps within
the rolling horizon. Similarly, in Kouwenberg (2001), stochastic programs using a fixed mix
investment strategy are compared in a rolling horizon simulation under different scenario
tree generation procedures.
A slightly different version of this methodology, termed a folding horizon simulation,
is demonstrated in Mejia-Giraldo (2013). Primary differences between the rolling horizon
and folding horizon simulations are that the rolling horizon simulations develop the plan 1
time-step at a time while the folding horizon starts with a pre-developed plan that allows
updates or adjustments when a reliability metric is violated Mejia-Giraldo (2013). This
is likely because Mejia-Giraldo (2013) is using a single consistent trajectory as input to
the folding horizon trajectory whereas Kouwenberg (2001) and Fleten et al. (2002) use
stochastic programs which produce branching trajectories, and therefore, later decisions
are dependent on what future is realized within the rolling horizon simulation. A second
difference in the folding horizon simulation of Mejia-Giraldo (2013) is that it attempts to
measure the adaptation costs from the pre-developed plan as opposed to strictly determining
lowest cost such as Kouwenberg (2001) and Fleten et al. (2002).
A particularly relevant and more generic discussion of adaptability and change metrics
are further explored in Ross et al. (2008). In the context of Ross et al. (2008), the term
adaptability as used by Mejia-Giraldo (2013) would likely be broken into 2 categories;
adaptability and flexibility; According to Ross et al. (2008), adaptability is achieved by an
internal change agent while flexibility is achieved by an external change agent. In terms
of simulating the expansion planning problem within a folding horizon or rolling horizon
simulation an internal change might be thought of as changing the dispatch of the existing
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generation fleet while an external change might be thought of as a change in generation or
transmission capacity. Other interpretations may even be possible for a grid partition. Two
such interpretations include :
1. The internal change agent is the partition itself while the external change agent is the
external grid.
2. The internal change agents are the investment decisions an operator has control over
while the external change agents are the investment decisions it does not control. In
the case of an organization owning only transmission, the internal change agent would
be the transmission investment decisions while the external change agent would be
the generation investment decisions.
Contributions in this work are several extensions of Mejia-Giraldo (2013) which include
1. Enhanced Modeling : First the folding horizon has been extended to the CEP where it
was previously used in the GEP only Mejia-Giraldo (2013). Mejia-Giraldo (2013) also
relied on two state Markov Chains. This work uses many state Markov Chains with
up to 100 states. Additionally, time delays have been implemented into the folding
horizon core and adaptive investment which were not used in similar previous work.
2. New Applications : out of sample performance validation with respect to time. The
folding horizon is used for 3 new applications which are (1) as a search tool to tune β in
the adaptive program, (2) as a tool to compare different programming methods such
as deterministic, adaptive expansion planning (AEP), and stochastic programming
(SP) as well as the expected strengths of the AEP (trajectory costs) and SP (initial
costs), (3) as a method to evaluate stability in scenario reduction methods, (4) as a
method validating lower fidelity models at high fidelity by leveraging the single step
deterministic structure of the folding horizon.
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CHAPTER 2. SYSTEM MODEL AND SIMULATION SETUP
This chapter includes and overview of the model and simulation setup. This includes
descriptions the datasets and their implementation, mathematical formulations, and soft-
ware used to produce results. The model described in section 2.1 is used for the studies in
Chapter 3. For all other chapters the model has been adapted according to section 2.2.
2.1 Year 2 deterministic system model and simulation setup updates
The material of this section (section 2.1 and all its subsections (2.1.1-2.1.8)) is adapted
from Maloney et al. (2019) Copyright c© 2019 by the Authors. DOI: 10.1177/0309524X18814966.
2.1.1 Western Interconnection System
The network used for this study is a 312 bus transmission representation of the WI
(Figure 2.1), however, the area of interest is the BPA operational area. The system topology
and network data is obtained from the WECC 2024 TEPPC Common Case WECC (2015)
using a Kron reduction Zhu and Tylavsky (2017). Graphical service layer credits in Figure
2.1 are attributed to Esri et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.1 WI system map. Green circles represent BPA buses and red squares represent
buses outside the BPA area. (Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri, HERE,
DeLorme, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN,
GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China
(Hong Kong), swisstopo, MapmyIndia, c© OpenStreetMap contributors, and
the GIS User Community.)
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2.1.2 Operational blocks
Computational complexity prohibits simulating the planning horizon for all 8760 hours
of each year of the planning horizon. To accommodate this, a netload clustering algorithm
utilizing the MATLAB implementation of the K-Medoids algorithm MATLAB and Statistics
and Machine Learning Toolbox Release 2016 (2016) is used to determine characteristic
hours appropriate for simulation. Netload based on forecasted loads and existing generation
profiles for each year y, block p, and bus b is defined by
NLy,p,b = loady,p,b − windy,p,b − solary,p,b − hydroy,p,b − pumped storagey,p,b (2.1)
For the simulations in Section 3.3, 44 hours of WI peak netload are initially assigned to a
single block and the remaining 8716 hours are used in the netload clustering algorithm to
determine 19 additional characteristic netload blocks for a total of 20 operational blocks
per simulation year.
For each year, a matrix with one row corresponding to each of the 8716 remaining
hours and one column corresponding to each bus with nonzero netload is produced. The K-
Medoids algorithm receives this as input and outputs k medoids where each medoid serves as
the most representative point of its cluster. The hour corresponding to each medoid is used





b,gt,y,p) from their remaining 8716 hour profiles. The number of
points or hours in each medoid’s cluster is used to determine number of hours hry,p each
block accounts for in the simulation. In this way, we capture the system’s peak netload
condition as well as determine an additional 19 representative hours each weighted by the
number of hours that have similar features to approximate the full 8760 hours of the year.
2.1.3 Wind and Solar Profiles
Existing wind plant production is represented from the WECC 2024 TEPPC Common
Case WECC (2015). Production for candidate wind is based on a data set called the
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Wind Toolkit produced by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Draxl et al.
(2015). This dataset characterizes wind at 100 m hub height throughout the entire U.S. at a
resolution of 2x2 km based on modeling of 2007-2013 conditions using the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) numerical weather prediction model. Each site is identified with a
node in the network model, based on proximity. For each wind investment node in the WI,
capacity potential for wind investment is identified for three wind resource quality “bins”:
high, medium, low. The quantity of available capacity in each bin at a specific node is based
on the wind quality at the node’s geographical location. Wind investments can be made
using class 1, 2, and 3 turbine technologies in order of increasing capital cost, increasing
power in lower wind speed conditions (due to larger rotors), and decreasing high-end cut-
out speeds (and so having decreasing production in higher wind speed conditions). Thus,
for each node, there are nine possible investment options associated with the three resource
quality bins and the three turbine technologies. In Tables 3.3, 3.6, 3.9 these are indicated by
WCiBj where i represents class (i=1 denotes least expensive class) and j represents quality
bin (j=1 denotes the highest quality).
Solar production from existing solar plants is represented using data from the WECC
2024 TEPPC Common Case WECC (2015). Production for candidate solar is based on a
new data set called the National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) Habte et al. (2017)
using the Physical Solar Model. As described in Habte et al. (2017), this model produces
gridded solar irradiance at 4x4km spatial resolution and half-hourly temporal resolution
from 1998-2015. Power generation profiles are obtained using the NREL System Advisor
Model Blair et al. (2014).
2.1.4 Generation Costs
All existing generator data comes from WECC 2024 common case WECC (2015). For
candidate wind and solar, resource hourly availability and capital costs are obtained from the
NREL Annual Technology Baseline workbook NREL (2016). For conventional generation
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candidates (gas combined cycle and gas combustion turbine), the capital cost, fixed O&M,
and variable O&M comes from WECC’s capital cost tool WECC (2017b). For biomass
and geothermal, all data comes from the Capital Cost Review of Generation Technologies
Olsen et al. (2014) and WECC 2014 capital cost tool. All capital cost vary geographically.
Generation fuel prices are taken from the 2024 WECC Common case.
2.1.5 Candidate Transmission
Costs are adapted from the 2014 WECC Capital Costs for Transmission and Substations
Report WECC (2016) with several modifications to aid in an automated line development
process. For each of the 650 existing AC WI lines a candidate is generated. DC lines are
not considered for expansion. If the AC line is a preserved line then a candidate of identical
voltage class and capacity is generated with a cost based strictly on the distance of the line.
The cost per mile is assumed to be 2,1.35, and 1 million dollars per mile for 500, 345, and
230 kV lines, respectively. For any line less than 0.1 mile, a distance of .1 miles is used
to determine the line cost in order to prevent zero cost lines. If an existing AC line is an
equivalent line, the process is identical to that above except instead of using the existing
line’s capacity a new line capacity is calculated typical of the new line candidate’s voltage
class and length. Because the database contained several lines with non-standard voltage
classes such as 287 kV and 300 kV, the cost and capacities of these lines were estimated
using data from 230kV and 345kV lines respectively.
In the scenario where the Kron reduction results in an existing line connected to buses
with different voltage classes, a line is developed using the higher voltage class and trans-
former costs are estimated and added to the line costs as described above using costs of
10,350, 11,400, and 13,400 dollars per MVA for 230/345 kV, 230/500 kV, 345/500kV trans-
formers respectively. Terrain factors, conductor multipliers, transmission structure type,
transmission length cost multipliers, reconductor multipliers, and right of way costs listed
in WECC (2016) are not used in estimating line candidate costs for this work. WECC
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(2016) is only used to obtain reasonable costs per mile and costs per MVA for standard
transmission voltage classes and transformers respectively. Industry contacts have indicated
that the transmission costs as estimated are likely low. As such, a sensitivity analysis is
performed in section 3.3 that doubles all costs listed above.
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission lines are a potentially important
technology for future transmission expansion and the model used in this work is capable of
considering them (See Equations (2.36)-(2.39)). Here, however, we have chosen to neglect
them in this study to reduce the model complexity assuming that by doing so, we are not
substantially affecting the conclusions of the study.
2.1.6 End Effects
A challenging modeling issue in finite approximations of infinite length planning horizons
is how to terminate the planning horizon while still getting similar investments as that of
an infinite length planning horizon. When the planning horizon is terminated in a fashion
that produces results that can only be explained by the abrupt termination of a planning
horizon we refer to these as “end effects.”
One approach to reduce end effects in expansion planning involves fixing the operations
and investments in the final year of the simulation but costing the operations of the final
year as if it were 30+ years. In this work this is achieved through the logical operator 1y
in Equation (2.46).
2.1.7 Simulation Setup
The planning horizon for the simulation is 2014 to 2032 where investment decisions
are made in the years 2014, 2020, and 2026. An additional 30 years are added to the
simulation with identical parameter values as 2032 to account for end effects. Investments
go into operation 6 years after the decision has been made to build them corresponding
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to the years 2020, 2026, and 2032. Within the planning horizon operational decisions are
replicated for the years 2014-2019, 2020-2025, 2026-2031, and 2032-2061.
2.1.8 Model Formulation
This section defines the model elements, objective function, and constraints used to
design the long term plans illustrated in section 3.3. The model borrows elements from the
publicly available JHSMINE formulation Xu and Hobbs (2017) and was developed collab-
oratively with Johns Hopkins University. Table 2.1 defines different model technologies as
dispatchable, curtailable, candidate, and existing. These definitions are used in the model
to identify the manner in which the technology will be treated.
Indices
b, b′ : Bus
y, y′ : Year y ∈ {2014, 2020, 2026, 2032}.
p : Operational block
ggn,b,gt : Generator with name gn at bus b
with technology gt
g : Shorthand for ggn,b,gt. Used when generator
attributes not important.
gt : Generation technology
lb,b′ : Line from b to b
′





n : Lines bundle number n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
with 2n−1 identical lines
Sets
Ll : Set of all lines l
LEl ⊂ Ll : Existing lines
LEql′ ⊂ L
E
l : Network reduction equivalenced segment
LEpl ⊂ L
E




l : Network reduction preserved segment
not adhereing to KVL
LCl ⊂ Ll : Non-KVL adhereing candidate lines
LPathD : Path direction
G : Set of all generators in g
G exist ⊂ G : Set of existing generators
G cand ⊂ G : Set of candidate generators
G disp ⊂ G : Set of dispatchable generators
G curt ⊂ G : Set of curtailable generators
G existcurt ⊂ G exist : Set of existing curtailable generators
G existdisp ⊂ G exist : Set of existing dispatchable generators
G candcurt ⊂ G cand : Set of candidate curtailable generators
G canddisp ⊂ G cand : Set of candidate dispatchable generators
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Y : Set of all years
N : Set of all bundle numbers n
B : Set of all buses
B′ ⊂ B : Set of all buses in BPA
B′′ ⊂ B : Set of all buses not in BPA
Parameters
PD : Value of lost load penalty
PR : Reserve shortage penalty
PC : Generation curtailment penalty
hry,p : Number of hours in operational block
Pdb,y,p : Demand at bus b in year y, period p
HRg,b,gt : Heat rate
CFb,gt,y,p : Existing curtailable generation characteristic output
CF ′b,gt,y,p : Candidate curtailable generation characteristic output
CF ′′b,gt,y,p : Motorload and pumped storage characteristic output
Xl : Existing line l reactance
CFOMg,b,gt : Fixed O&M Costs
CV OMg,b,gt : Variable O&M Costs
CFuelgt,f,y,p,b : fuel price
CCarby : National Carbon Tax in year y
CEmisgt : Emissions weight per unit energy for
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technology gt
DPeakb,y : Peak Demand in year y at bus b
Gparamg,b,gt,y : Parameterized existing generation
capacity
ξy : Discount factor without end-horizon effects
ξ′y : Discount factor with end-horizon effects
Cl : Cost of full transmission line
Cg,b,gt,y : Generator capital cost
CCgt : Capacity credit of technology gt
Rm : Reserve Margin (0.15)
1x : Logical operator equal to 1 if x is true; 0 if false
Gmaxg,b,gt,y : Generation resource capacity limit
operation
d : Delay between capacity build decision
and operation
r : Real discount rate (0.05)
fMaxlb,b′ : Maximum line flow from b to b
′ on l
fMinlb,b′ : Minimum line flow from b to b
′ on l
fpath,maxq : Maximum path flow
fpath,minq : Minimum path flow
fdirlb,b′ ,q : Direction of path ∈ {1,−1}
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Table 2.1 Classification of generator types as dispatchable, curtailable, candidate, and
existing.
Technology G disp G curt G cand G exist
Coal PC x x
GAS CCGT x x













Solar Thermal x x
Steam Turbine x x
Wind Onshore x x
Biomass x x
Gas CCGT’ x x





Wind onshore’ x x
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Positive continuous decision variables
CShedD : Total cost of load shedding
CShedRS : Total cost of reserve shortage
CCurtD : Total cost of curtailment
C∆L : Non-KVL adhering line expansion cost
C∆L′ : KVL adhereing line expansion cost
C∆G : Total generation expansion cost
CFOM : Total FOM cost
CV OM : Total VOM cost
CFuel : Total fuel cost
CCarb : Total carbon cost
DShedb,y,p : Load shedding
DCurty,g,b,gt : Curtailable generation curtailment
∆Gg,b,gt,y : New generator invested capacity
∆Ll,y,n : Non-KVL adhereing line investment
Φg,b,gt,y,p : Curtailed generation
ηy : Reserve Shortage
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Free continuous decision variables
CTot : Total cost of plan
Gg,b,gt,y : Cumulative generation capacity
Pgg,b,gt,y,p : Generator power output
flb′,b,y,p : Existing transmission line flows
f ′lb′,b,y,p,n : Candidate transmission line flows
θb,y,p : Phase Angle
fpathq,y,p : Path flow
Objective
Equations (2.2)-(2.3) define the cost minimization over the objective function’s nine
terms. The first three terms of Equation (2.3) are described by Equations (2.4)-(2.6) and
represent penalties for shedding load, missing capacity reserve requirements, and curtailing
variable generation. The next two terms of Equation (2.3) are described by (2.7)-(2.8) and
represent the cost of building new transmission lines and generators. The final 4 terms of





























































































Generation modeling begins in Equations (2.13)-(2.16) which track capacity and limit
investments. With the exception of motorload, generation technology capacities are pos-
itive. Motorload capacity is defined as a negative capacity so that when multiplied by
its characteristic output in Equation (2.19) it is negative, indicating power consumption.
Equation (2.16) sets an limit on the amount of investment that can be made in a candidate







∀ g, b, gt, y′ (2.13)
Gg,b,gt,y ≥ 0 for gt 6= ml (2.14)
∆Gg,b,gt,y = 0 if y = max(y) ∀g, b, gt (2.15)∑
y
∆Gg,b,gt,y ≤ Gmaxg,b,gt,y ∀g, b, gt (2.16)
Generation output constraints
Operations Equations (2.17)-(2.19) determine power output for curtailable generation,
motorload and pumped storage while Equation (2.20) sets an upper limit on the amount of
power generated from dispatchable generators as their nameplate capacity.
Pgg,b,gt,y,p = G
param
g,b,gt CFb,gt,y,p ∀g ∈ G
exist
curt , b, gt, y, p (2.17)
Pgg,b,gt,y,p = Gg,b,gtCF
′
b,gt,y,p ∀g ∈ G candcurt , b, gt, y, p (2.18)
Pgg,b,gt,y,p = Gg,b,gtCF
′′
b,gt,y,p ∀g, b, y, p, gt ∈ {ml, ps} (2.19)
Pgg,b,gt,y,p ≤ Gg,b,gt,y ∀g ∈ G disp, b, gt, y (2.20)
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Generation curtailment constraints
Equations (2.21)-(2.25) allow for generation curtailment, or a reduction in power pro-
duced by a particular curtailable generator for a specific block b.
Φg,b,gt,y,p = 0 ∀g ∈ G disp, b, gt, y, p (2.21)
Φg,b,gt,y,p ≤ Pgg,b,gt,y,p ∀g ∈ G curt, b, gt, y, p (2.22)
Φg,b,gt,y,p ≤ Pgg,b,gt,y,p
if gt = ps and Gparamg,b,gt CFb,gt,y,p > 0 (2.23)
Φg,b,gt,y,p = 0
if gt = ps and Gparamg,b,gt CFb,gt,y,p ≤ 0 (2.24)
Φg,b,gt,y,p = 0
if gt = ml (2.25)
Reserve Constraint (One for BPA, one for outside BPA)
Reserve Equations (2.26)-(2.27) lead to building more generation than that needed to
meet peak load. The model includes only two planning reserve regions, one that includes
all the buses contained within the BPA’s operational area and one for the rest of the WI.
∑
g,b,gt
(CCgtGg,b,gt,y) + ηy ≥Rm
∑
b
(DPeakb,y ) ∀y, b ∈ B’ (2.26)
∑
g,b,gt
(CCgtGg,b,gt,y) + ηy ≥Rm
∑
b
(DPeakb,y ) ∀y, b ∈ B" (2.27)
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Existing line KVL, Limits, reference angle
Transmission Equations (2.28)-(2.33) model power flows in existing lines which adhere
to KVL - meaning these are existing Alternating Current (AC) transmission lines. Flow
limits in Equations (2.29)-(2.30) are line limits based on thermal capacity while line limits
(2.31)-(2.32) force the phase angle across a line to be less than π6 or 30 degrees.
Xlflb,b′ ,y,p = θb,y,p − θb′,y,p ∀l ∈ L
E
l′ , y, p (2.28)
flb,b′ ,y,p ≤ f
Max
l ∀l ∈ L
Ep
l′ , y, p (2.29)
flb′,b,y,p ≥ −f
Min
l ∀l ∈ L
Ep








∀ lb,b′ ∈ LEql′ , y, p (2.32)
θb0,y,p = 0 for some b0 ∈ B and ∀ y, p (2.33)
Existing line limits not adhering to KVL
Transmission Equations (2.34)-(2.35) model power flows in existing lines which do not
adhere to KVL - meaning these are Direct Current (DC) lines.
flb,b′ ,y,p ≤ f
Max
lb,b′




∀li ∈ LEl , y, p (2.35)
Candidate line limits not adhering to KVL
The simulation uses a hybrid transmission model for candidate AC lines, since this avoids
integer decision variables which can greatly increase the computation time. As such KVL is
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relaxed for candidate transmission lines as indicated by Equations (2.36)-(2.39). The factors
of 2n−1 in Equations (2.36)-(2.37) are the result of the model formulation being developed
to solve both linear and mixed integer programs (MIP) where binary variables represent
the decision to build a transmission line in the MIP. In a MIP it is useful to minimize the
use of binary variables as they increase computation time and introducing the concept of
bundles of lines n allow large amounts of new capacity to be added to the system while
reducing binary variable use. In this analysis, however, only continuous decision variables
are considered so the factors of 2n−1 could be removed from equations (2.7), (2.36)-(2.37)
along with the n indice so long as the right hand side of Equation (2.38) is changed to∑max(n)
i=1 2
i−1.




∆Ll,y−d,n ∀l ∈ LCl , y′, p, n (2.36)




∆Ll,y−d,n ∀l ∈ LCl , y′, p, n (2.37)
∑
y≤y′
∆Ll,y,n ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ LCl , y′, n (2.38)
∆Ll,y,n = 0 if y = max(y) ∀l, n (2.39)
Path Limits
Aggregate line flow limits are defined in Equations (2.40)-(2.42). Path flows are often
defined by transmission operators to indicate a flow limit on a group of transmission lines




fdirlb,b′ ,qflb,b′ ,y,p ∀l ∈ L
E , y, p (2.40)
fpathq,y,p ≤ fpath,maxq ∀q, y, p (2.41)
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fpathq,y,p ≥ −fpath,minq ∀q, y, p (2.42)
Kirchhoff Current Law (KCL)
Transmission and generation models are connected through Kirchhoff’s Current Law




















= Pdb,y,p −DShedb,y,p ∀ b, y, p (2.43)
Load shed upper bound
Equation (2.44) sets an upper bound to the amount of load shedding allowed at any
bus in the model. This is equivalent to the demand minus motorloads (which are negative)








(Pgg,b,gt,y,p1(Pgg,b,gt,y,p≤0)) ∀ b, y, p (2.44)
Discount Rate and End Effects















2.2 Year 3 stochastic system model and simulation setup
The model uses the same basic dataset described in section 2.1 and used in Maloney
et al. (2019), however, has been modified and updated as described in this section.
2.2.1 Distributed Energy Resources
Most technologies in this dissertation are transmission level technologies only. However,
several distribution level technologies were added to the year dataset and model. These
include , Distributed Photovoltaics (DPV), Demand Response (DR), and energy efficiency
(EE). DER modeling is based on the work of Ping Liu and Shikha Sharma.
The distribued energy resources are used in this model include candidate energy effi-
ciency, Demand Response, and Distributed PV (EE - new, DR - shift, and Distributed PV).
Cost data associated with these technologies are described in Table 2.2. We don’t have a
specific source to cite for most values in Table 2.2 but attempt to use reasonable engineer-
ing judgement for these costs. While the build costs for EE and DR may seem low in the
Table 2.2, capacity in the model is limited, and we would likely expect these technologies
to be low cost and built before other technologies anyway. While we expect that while the
total cost of the objective may be affected by giving these technologies low costs, the actual
investment plan likely would not be affected.
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Table 2.2 Distributed Energy Resource Costs
Parameter EE - New DR - Shift Distributed PV
VOM 0 $/MW 75 $/MWhr 2 $/MWhr
FOM 0 $/MWhr 10,000 $/MW 50,000 $/MW
Build Cost 10 $/MW 10 $/MW See WECC (2017b)
Candidate EE and demand response are allowed at load buses in the system while
heuristics are used to determine reasonable resource capacities. DR - shift resource capacity
for every bus and year is computed by summing over the difference between the non-
coicidental peak demand and highest load block demand that does not correspond to the
peak coincidental netload at every load bus (the only locations where DR - shift is allowed).
Here, b∗y represents the block in year y corresponding to peak coincident net load. We then
divide by the cardinality of the set corresponding to years, Y , minus 1. This computation
is done for base values meaning average load growth conditions are used to compute these
values regardless of whether a scenario exhibits high, average, or low demand growth.
Gmaxg,b,gt,y =
( 1




DPkbb,y′ −max(Pdbb,y′,p | b 6= b∗y)
)
for gt=Distributed PV, ∀ b
(2.47)
Candidate EE resource capacity for every bus and year is computed by summing over a
constant times the non-coicidental peak demand at every load bus (the only locations where
EE - new is allowed). We then divide by the cardinality of the set corresponding to years,
Y , minus 1. This computation is also done for base values meaning average load growth
conditions are used to compute these values regardless of whether a scenario exhibits high,
average, or low demand growth. The parameter zEE is chosen as 0.015 in the simulations




zEE ∗DPkbb,y′ for gt=EE-new, ∀, b (2.48)
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Distributed PV locations, resource capacities, and MW profiles are generated from NREL
(2017). Distributed PV costs are modified from WECC (2017b) have have 65 percent of
their initial value but the same decay rate per year to accommodate for significant reduction
in costs between now and the time this dataset was created.
2.2.2 Candidate transmission
Transmission costs have been updated for the year 3 results. Equation (2.49) indicates
how transmission costs are computed based on AFUDC, length, ROW area, Land Rent,
terrain multipliers, and base conductor costs (Table 2.3). Transmission costs (Table 2.3) and
equation ((2.49)) are adapted from WECC (2016). Significant differences include the use of
only 2 terrain multipliers and 2 land capital costs where lines West of the Cascades (WOC)
use the higher terrain multipliers and land capital costs and lines East of the Cascades
(EOC) use the lower terrain multipliers and land capital costs.
WOC transmission lines are illustrated in Figure 2.4 and EOC transmission lines are
illustrated in Figure 2.3. The combined full set of transmission lines are shown in Figure
2.5. In these Figures the numbers next to transmission lines indicate the total cost of each
transmission line in millions of dollars. The color of the transmission line, described by
Figure 2.2, corresponds to the dollars per MW of capacity of the candidate transmission
line. Graphical service layer credits in Figures 2.2-2.5 are attributed to Esri et al. (2013).
Transmission parameters used to compute the total cost in millions of dollars per mile in
the right most column of Table 2.3 are referred to base transmission costs. As is shown in
Section 5, for simulations results, these costs actually correspond to low transmission costs
or (1∗Cl). Average costs (used for deterministic planning studies) are are scaled by a factor
of 1.25 (1.25 ∗ Cl) and high transmission costs are scaled by a factor of 1.5 (1.5 ∗ Cl).
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Figure 2.2 Cost of lines in dollars per MW for Figures 2.3-2.5. Generated with ArcGIS
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) (2016).
As in year 2 candidate transmission is restricted to paths where there is existing trans-
mission and candidate transmission lines are configured to be the same voltage class as the
existing line. Only one candidate transmission line is allowed between any 2 buses which
results in 575 candidates, 209 of which are fully contained with the BPA area. Transformer
costs are also based on WECC (2016). Costs are 10,350, 11,400, and 13,400 dollars per
MVA for 230/345 kV, 230/500 kV, and 345/500 kV.






























Urban (1.59) WOC High ($20000) Single 230 17.50% 15.14 959,723 2.149
Urban (1.59) WOC High ($20000) Single 345 17.50% 21.2 1,343,819 3.009
Urban (1.59) WOC High ($20000) Single 500 17.50% 24.23 1,919,446 4.155
Basin (1.0) EOC Low ($200) Single 230 17.50% 15.14 959,723 1.131
Basin (1.0) EOC Low ($200) Single 345 17.50% 21.2 1,343,819 1.584
Basin (1.0) EOC Low ($200) Single 500 17.50% 24.23 1,919,446 2.261
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2.2.3 End effects and simulation time
The end effects model and simulation structure as the same as in the year 2 dataset and
model, however, instead of the simulations starting in 2014, they start in 2018.
2.2.4 Combination model: formulation II
The following model and formulation contains some elements and similarities of the
model given in 2.1.8 (Maloney et al. (2019)). However, it significantly modifies and enhances
the deterministic model of Maloney et al. (2019) by giving it the ability to be configured
as a adaptive program, stochastic program, or even a deterministic program. Furthermore,
it includes several new generation technologies, a state-by-state RPS-REC policy Xu and
Hobbs (2017), state specific carbon policies, and solar penetration requirements for both the
BPA operation area and several states in the Southwest. The model given in this section is
used for the uncertainty-based subgridding approach described in Chapter 4 and in Chapter
7.
Model modes
The formulation provides the flexibility to operate in 3 different modes; deterministic,
adaptive, and stochastic. Below lists the control flags and database architectures required
to shift between the 3 different modes of operation. Figure 2.6 graphically shows the struc-
ture of the 3 different modes of operation with respect to the formulation. To be brief,
Deterministic mode is looking for a set of investments for a single scenario through time
indicated by the single trajectory in Figure 2.6. The SP and adaptive modes, however,
search investment space for a set of decisions robust to 3 different scenarios in Figure 2.6
as indicated by the blue, yellow, and red trajectories. SP and adaptive trajectories, differ-
entiate themselves from each other in the Figure 2.6 by how they incentivize investments














































































































































































































































yellow, and green dots). For an extensive analysis of the differences between the 3 modes
of operation see section 6.
1. Deterministic Program
(a) m = 1
(b) c = 0
(c) 1 scenario in uncertainty database (Ps = 1)
(d) β = 1
2. Adaptive Program
(a) m = 0
(b) c = 1
(c) > 1 scenarios in uncertainty database
(d) 0 =< β <=∞
(e) ∆Gg,b,gt,y,s = ∆L
′
l,y,n,s = 0 such that y=min(y)
3. Stochastic Program
(a) m = 1
(b) c = 0
(c) > 1 scenarios in uncertainty database














































































Figure 2.6 The 3 different models available from the formulation and their associated
structure in investment space with respect to the combination model formula-
tion. Figure adapted from Olatujoye (2015) and Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016
IEEE.
Indices
b, b′ : Bus
y, y′ : Year y ∈ {2018, 2024, 2030, 2036}.
p : Operational block
g : Generator
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gt : Generation technology
lln,b,b′,lt : Line with name ln from b to b
′ or type lt
l : Shorthand for lln,b,b′,lt.
lt : Line type lt ∈ { Candidate, Existing }
ln : Unique line name
q : Paths
z : Fuels
n : Bundle n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} with 2n−1 identical lines
t : State
v : REC trading path
s : Scenario
Sets
LT : Set of all line types lt
Ll : Set of all lines l
Ltiel ⊂ L : Set of all internal system tie lines
LEl ⊂ Ll : Existing lines
LEql′ ⊂ L
E
l : Network reduction equivalenced segment
LEpl ⊂ L
E




l : Network reduction preserved segment
not adhering to KVL
LCl ⊂ Ll : Non-KVL adhering candidate lines
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LCl′ ⊂ Ll : KVL adhering candidate lines
LPathD : Path direction
G : Set of all generators in g
G ex ⊂ G : Set of existing generators
G cd ⊂ G : Set of candidate generators
G d ⊂ G : Set of dispatchable generators
G cur ⊂ G : Set of curtailable generators
G excur ⊂ G : Set of existing curtailable generators
G cdcur ⊂ G : Set of candidate curtailable generators
GEE ⊂ G : All EE generation types
GDRS ⊂ G : All DR Shift types
GSol ⊂ G : All Solar types
GDSol ⊂ GSol : DER Solar types
GRPS ⊂ G : RPS qualifying types
t : States
V : Set of all REC trading paths
V ′ : Set of all REC trading paths connecting states
with at least 1 subgrid bus and states with no subgrid buses
Y : Set of all years y
By : Set of all blocks b belonging to year y
N : Set of all line bundle options n
B : Set of all buses
B′ ⊂ B : Set of all internal system buses
B′′ ⊂ B : Set of all external system buses
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B′′′ ⊂ B : Set of all external system buses connected
to internal system tie lines
B1, B2 : Dynamically modifiable bus sets
Q : Set of all paths
T : Set of all states t
T ′ ⊂ T : Set of all states t that have buses in subgrid
T ′′ ⊂ T : Set of all states t that have buses in subgrid
T1 ⊂ T : Dynamically modifiable setate set
S : Set of all scenarios s
Table 2.4 Renewable Generation Set Definitions.
# GEE GDSol GSol GDRS GRPS
1 EE Distributed PV’ PV’ DR Utility PV (Fixed Tilt)
2 EE - New’ Utility PV (Tracking) DR shed - New’ Utility PV (Tracking)
3 Solar Thermal DR shift - New’ Solar Thermal
4 Utility PV (Fixed Tilt)’ Steam Turbine
5 Distributed PV’ Wind Onshore
6 Biomass
7 Geothermal’




Table 2.5 Generator set elements for dispatchable, curtailable, candidate, and existing
generator sets. Set elements aumented from Maloney et al. (2019) to include
new technologies.
# G G d G cur G cd G ex
1 Coal PC Coal PC Hydro Gas CCGT’ Coal PC
2 GAS CCGT GAS CCG Utility PV (Fixed Tilt) Gas CT’ GAS CCGT
3 GAS CT GAS CT Utility PV (Tracking) Geothermal’ GAS CT
4 Geothermal Geothermal Solar Thermal Utility PV (Fixed Tilt)’ Geothermal
5 Hydro Nuclear Utility PV (Fixed Tilt)’ WCiBj’ Hydro
6 Motorload Petroleum WCiBj’ Distributed PV’ Motorload
7 Nuclear Steam Turbine Distributed PV’ DR shed - New’ Nuclear
8 Petroleum Biomass DR shift - New’ Petroleum
9 PS-Hydro Gas CCGT’ EE - New’ PS-Hydro
10 Utility PV (Fixed Tilt) Gas CT’ Wind Onshore Utility PV (Fixed Tilt)
11 Utility PV (Tracking) Geothermal’ Utility PV (Tracking)
12 Solar Thermal DR shift - New’ Solar Thermal





18 Utility PV (Fixed Tilt)’
19 WCiBj’
20 Distributed PV’
21 DR shift - New’
25 EE - New’
Parameters - common to all scenarios
PD : Lost load penalty
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PR : Missed reserve penalty
PC : Curtailment penalty
PRPS : Unmet RPS fine
PSol : Unmet solar penetration fine
Mn : Disjunctive model big M
hry,p : Number of hours in operational block
HRg,b,gt : Heat rate
c′b,gt,y,p : Candidate curtailable generation characteristic output
c′′b,gt,y,p : Motorload and pumped storage characteristic output
Xl : Existing line reactance
Xln : Candidate bundle ln reactance
CFOMg,b,gt : Fixed O&M Costs
CV OMg,b,gt : Variable O&M Costs
CEmisgt : gt emission weight per unit energy
Gparg,b,gt,y : Parameterized existing generation capacity
ξy : Discount factor without end-horizon effects
ξ′y : Discount factor with end-horizon effects
kgt : Capacity credit of technology gt
Rm : Reserve Margin
Gmaxg,b,gt,y : Generation resource capacity limit
d : New capacity investment build delay
r : Discount rate
fMaxlb,b′ : Maximum line flow from b to b
′ on l
fpath,maxq : Maximum path flow
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fpath,minq : Minimum path flow
fdirlb,b′ ,q : Direction of path ∈ {1,−1}
gMor : Generator maintanence outage rate
gFor : Generator forced maintanence outage rate
Cl : Cost of full transmission line
PWt,b : population state weights
Ωt,y : State RPS penetration requirement
Ω′t,y : In state RPS penetration requirement
1x : Indicator parameter equal to 1 if x is true; 0 if false
1m : Memory indicator parameter equal to 1 if x is true; 0 if false
1c : Core indicator parameter equal to 1 if x is true; 0 if false
β : Robustness parameter
Pdbb,y,p : Base case demand at bus b in year y, period p
DPkbb,y : Base case peak Demand in year y at bus b
m : true/false indicates memory/no memory in scenario specific investments
c : true/false indicates core/no core investments
Parameters - Scenario Specific
Pdb,y,p,s : Demand at bus b in year y, period p
DPkb,y,s : Peak Demand in year y at bus b, scenario s (non-coincidental)
DPk−BPAy,s : BPA area peak demand in year y, scenario s (coincidental)
DPk−ROWy,s : ROW area peak demand in year y, scenario s (coincidental)
CCarbgt,y,t,s : Cost of carbon
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CFuelgt,z,y,p,b,s : fuel price
Cg,b,gt,y,s : Generator capital cost
lmy : Line cost multiplier
ξSoly,j,s : Exogenous interal system solar requirement
ξDSoly,j,s : Exogenous interal system solar DER requirement
ξSoly,t,j,s : Exogenous state solar requirement
c′b,gt,y,p,s : Existing curtailable generation characteristic output
Variables : (+)⇒ Positive, (±)⇒ free, (1, 0)⇒ binary
∆Gg,b,gt,y,s : New scenario specific generator invested capacity(+)
Gg,b,gt,y,s : Cumulative scenario specicif generation capacity(±)
∆Gcg,b,gt,y : New core generator invested capacity(+)
∆Gnag,b,gt,min(y) : Nonanticipative variable for new scenario specific generator invested capacity(+)
∆Ll,y,s : Non-KVL adhering line investment(+)
∆Lcl,y : Core non-KVL adhering line investment(+)
∆Lnal,min(y) : Nonanticipative non-KVL adhering line investment(+)
∆L′l,y,n,s : Scenario specific KVL adhering line investment(1, 0)
∆L′cl,y,n : Core KVL adhering line investment(1, 0)
∆L′nal,y,n : Nonanticipative varaible for scenario specific KVL adhering line investment(+)
DShedb,y,p,s : Load Shed(+)
Φg,b,gt,y,p,s : Curtailed geneation(+)
ηBPAy,s : BPA reserve Shortage(+)
ηROWy,s : Rest of WI reserve Shortage(+)
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λy,t,s : Unmet subgrid PV penetration(+)
λ
′
y,t,s : Unmet subgrid DPV penetration(+)
λ
′′
y,t,s : Unmet system PV penetration(+)
Pg,b,gt,y,p,s : Generator power output(±)
flb′,b,y,p,s : Existing transmission line flows(±)
f ′lb′,b,y,p,n,s : Candidate transmission line flows(±)
θb,y,p,s : Phase Angle(±)
fpathq,y,p,s : Path flow(±)
fRECv,t,t′,s : Interstate REC Trade volume(±)
ψt,y : Unmet state RPS energy(+)
































































































































(∆Gg,b,gt,y′,s) ∀ g, b ∈ B2, gt, y, s (2.51)












cur, b ∈ B2, gt, y, p, s (2.54)
Pg,b,gt,y,p,s = Gg,b,gt,y,sc
′
b,gt,y,p,∀g ∈ G cdcur, b ∈ B2, gt, y, p, s (2.55)
Pg,b,gt,y,p,s = Gg,b,gt,yc
′′
b,gt,y,p,∀g, b, gt ∈ {ml, ps}, y, p, s (2.56)
Pg,b,gt,y,p,s ≤ Gg,b,gt,y,s,∀g ∈ G d, b ∈ B2, gt, y, s (2.57)
Generation curtailment
Φg,b,gt,y,p,s = 0,∀g ∈ G d, b ∈ B2, gt, y, p, s (2.58)
Φg,b,gt,y,p,s ≤ Pg,b,gt,y,p,s, ∀g ∈ G cur, b ∈ B2, gt, y, p, s (2.59)
Φg,b,gt,y,p,s ≤ 1xPg,b,gt,y,p,s,∀g ∈ G d, b ∈ B2, y, p, s
where gt = ps, x = Gparg,b,gtcb,gt,y,p > 0 (2.60)
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y,s ≥ RmDPk−ROWb,y,s ∀ y, s (2.63)
Existing lines and reference angle
Xlfl,y,p = θb,y,p,s − θb′,y,p,s,∀l ∈ LEl′ , b, b′ ∈ B2, y, p, s (2.64)
|fl,y,p,s| ≤ fMaxl , ∀l ∈ L
Ep
l′ , b, b




,∀l ∈ LEql′ , b, b
′ ∈ B2, y, p, s (2.66)





























∀l ∈ LCl′ , b, b′ ∈ B2, p, y, n, s (2.68)


















∆L′cl,y′,n ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ LCl′ , b, b′ ∈ B2, y, s (2.70)
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Non-KVL adhering candidates
























fdirl,q fl,y,p,s, ∀, b, b′,∈ B1, q, y, p, s (2.73)





















= Pdb,y,p,s −DShedb,y,p,s,∀b, b′ ∈ B1, y, p, s (2.75)
Load shed limits






















No investments last planning period
∆L′l,y,n,s = ∆Ll,y,s = ∆Gg,b,gt,y,s = 0, if y = max(y) (2.79)
Energy Efficiency and Demand Response
Energy efficiency and demand response modeling has been adapted from the work of
Ping Liu and Shikha Sharma to work with this codeset. Results in this dissertation will
include energy efficiency and demand response results while the details of the model will be
reported on in Shikha Sharma’s upcoming dissertation.
RPS / REC trading Xu and Hobbs (2017)



























(hry,pPWt,b(Pdb,y,p,s −DShedb,y,p,s) ∀y, t ∈ T1, s (2.81)
Exogenous solar growth
Internal system total solar growth
∑
g,b∈B′,gt∈GSol,y,p






b,y,p −DShedb,y,p,s) ∀y, t ∈ T1, s (2.82)
Internal system total DER solar growth
∑
g,b∈B′,gt∈GDSol,y,p








b,y,p −DShedb,y,p,s) ∀y, t ∈ T1, s (2.83)
Individual state total solar growth
∑
g,b,gt∈GSol,y,p













g,b,gt,y′ ∀g, b, gt, y′, s and s.t y′ = min(y) (2.85)
∆L′l,y′,n,s = ∆L
′na
l,y′,n ∀l, y′, n, s and s.t y′ = min(y) (2.86)
∆Ll,y′,n,s = ∆L
na
l,y′,n ∀l, y′, n, s and s.t y′ = min(y) (2.87)
2.3 Future model enhancements
All models can be further enhanced and improved. In this section we provide a list of
modifications we think would improve our model.
1. Operational reserves (reg-up, reg-down, contingency reserves)
2. Improved solar resource capacity. For example solar resource capacity in California
does not permit more than 20% solar penetration in the 2030’s.
2.4 Software description
In this section, we describe the main components of each software application developed
in this project. Block diagrams identify code in white and data in blue boxes for applications
and illustrate the relationship and flow of data through the different applications with
arrows. When listed, code names that are underlined indicate the main program of an
application while the code names that follow and are not underlined are subroutines to the
main program.
2.5 ISU deterministic and stochastic expansion planning software
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 give a high level flow chart of how how the deterministic and adaptive











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.5.1 Expansion planning auxiliary software
This section details the auxiliary programs that are used to manipulate input and output
data to the main deterministic and stochastic based simulation software. These programs
are include the following :
1. Blocking software (Figure 2.9) : Selection of operating blocks for expansion plan-
ning as well as writing blocks to databases.
2. Uncertainty Database Development (Figure 2.10) : Automated development of
uncertainty trajectories for stochastic base planning.
3. Simulation Database Development (Figure 2.11) : Generation of simulated data
for use within the folding horizon validation software.
4. Scenario Reduction (Figure 2.12) : Software for generation and selection of scenar-
ios as well as writing scenario data to uncertainty database.
5. ArcGIS Visualization (Figure 2.13) : Maps throughout this work were created using
ArcGIS R© software by Esri. ArcGIS R© and ArcMapTM are the intellectual property
of Esri and are used herein under license. Copyright c© Esri. All rights reserved. For
more information about Esri R© software, please visit www.esri.com Environmental






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 3. COOPTIMIZATION BENEFIT AND
QUANTIFICATION FOR SYSTEM UNDER STUDY
The material of this chapter (chapter 3) is adapted from Maloney et al. (2019) Copyright
c© 2019 by the Authors. DOI: 10.1177/0309524X18814966.
3.1 Introduction
Cooptimization of generation and transmission investment represents a new long term
planning paradigm for effective planning of the bulk electric power grid. Traditionally, plan-
ning new generation and transmission resources have occurred in sequence with the more
expensive generation planning occurring first. However, planning in sequence may not de-
tect solutions consisting of certain combinations of transmission and generation. Generation
and transmission cooptimization overcomes the shortcoming of sequential planning by con-
sidering all possible combinations of generation and transmission resources simultaneously
in the same optimization formulation. As a result, the cooptimization planning approach
will always develop a model at least as cost effective as the sequential approach because it
considers excellent remote resources that may outperform local resources despite expensive
transmission upgrades.
The purpose of this work is to quantify the value of cooptimization as well as its impor-
tance to the magnitude of remote wind investment and transmission investments within a
19-year generation and transmission cooptimization capacity expansion planning problem.
Historically, generation and transmission planning have been done in sequence for a variety
of reasons. Institutional reasons for why the planning processes are done separately include
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1. Generation per MW is much more expensive than transmission so it is often planned
first, and appropriate transmission decisions follow.
2. Different utilities often own the generation and transmission assets in the electric
power sector which makes coordinated planning efforts more difficult.
Additionally, generation and transmission are often planned for separately as modeling both
in the same mathematical formulation is generally much more computationally intense.
However, generation and transmission planning are, to some extent, substitutable. By
building generation, new resources are connected to the grid that can service loads using the
existing network. Additional transmission also achieves this by increasing the capacity of
branches within the network and allowing underutilized or even cheaper resources to service
loads from a distance. A primary benefit to planning for both generation and transmission
resources simultaneously is it can reduce infrastructure investment and operational costs
resulting in lower energy costs.
In the Northwest US, wind resource quality tends to improve with distance from the load
centers on the coast, with the highest capacity factor resources available to the Northwest
being located in Montana and Wyoming. In order to determine the benefits of cooptimiza-
tion for the Northwest region this work compares the effect of simultaneously co-optimizing
generation and transmission as opposed to using the traditional sequential optimization of
generation followed by transmission.
3.2 Methods
A full description of the model and methods is described in section 2.1 for the studies
of this chapter.
3.2.1 Software and hardware
The model is formulated as a linear program in GAMS GAMS Development Corpo-
ration (2015) and solved using CPLEX International Business Machines Corp. (2016). All
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simulations are run using servers with 128 GB of memory and two 2.0 GHz 8-Core Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2650s for a total 16 cores. The simultaneous cooptimization problems had
solution times ranging from ∼0.5 to ∼10.5 hours while the cumulative solution times for
serially solving 10 iterations of GEP and TEP problems ranged from ∼6 to ∼11.5 hours.
Maps throughout this work were created using ArcGIS R© software by Esri. ArcGIS R©
and ArcMapTM are the intellectual property of Esri and are used herein under license.
Copyright c© Esri. All rights reserved. For more information about Esri R© software, please
visit www.esri.com Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) (2016).
3.3 Results
In this section, the difference between the co-optimization and iterative approaches using
the full WI is demonstrated. Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 provide figure legend information and
definitions. Section 3.3.3 provides numerical and graphical results.
3.3.1 Figure Legends
In Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 lines represent transmission capacity investments where
thickness represents the amount of line capacity. The different symbols represent generation
capacity investment where size represents the amount of capacity in MW (Figure 3.1). In
the following simulations only wind, solar, natural gas combined cycle (Gas CCGT), and
natural gas combustion turbines (Gas CT) receive investments. Figures 3.1-3.4 Graphical
service layer credit is attributed to Esri et al. (2013).
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Figure 3.1 Line/generation investment legend for Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4. Generated with
ArcGIS Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) (2016)
3.3.2 Definitions
Two quantities in Tables 3.1, 3.4, and 3.7 that warrant further explanation include
cooptimization benefit (column 4) and transmission benefit captured (column 5). The
cooptimization benefit is the cost of the plan at the end of a sequential approach iteration
minus the cost of the simultaneous cooptimized plan.
The transmission benefit captured is the same used in Spyrou et al. (2017). The de-
nominator of this quantity is equivalent to the cost difference in the GEP (no transmission
allowed) and CEP (simultaneous cooptimization). The numerator is equal to the cost of
the GEP minus the iterative plan cost. The percent of transmission benefit captured is
then the numerator divided by the denominator where only the iterative plan cost in the
numerator varies by iteration.
Additionally, for Tables 3.1, 3.4, and 3.7, row 1 indicates cooptimization objective func-
tion and GEP objective function with transmission fixed. Then in row 2, Column 1 gives
iteration number, column 2 indicates iterative plan cost for each iteration, and column 3
indicates difference between rows in column 2.
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3.3.3 Simultaneous vs iterative cooptimization sensitivity studies
The three simulation sensitivities are described below. The state/regional wind energy
analysis is contained in Table 3.10.
1. Case 1: Co-optimized vs iterative approach (10 iterations) - with carbon costs $58
per metric ton; iterative approach summarized in Table 3.1; end-year (2032) invest-
ments for both co-optimized and iterative approaches illustrated in Figure 3.2 and
summarized in Table 3.3. BPA costs are summarized in Table 3.2.
2. Case 2: Co-optimized vs iterative approach (10 iterations) - with carbon costs $58 per
metric ton and all base transmission/transformer costs doubled; iterative approach
summarized in Table 3.4; end-year (2032) investments for both co-optimized and
iterative approaches illustrated in Figure 3.3 and summarized in Table 3.6. BPA
costs are summarized in Table 3.5.
3. Case 3: Co-optimized vs iterative approach (10 iterations) - with carbon costs $18 per
metric ton; iterative approach summarized in Table 3.7; end-year (2032) investments
for both co-optimized and iterative approaches illustrated in Figure 3.4, summarized
in Table 3.9. BPA costs are summarized in Table 3.8.
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Figure 3.2 Case 1 cooptimized approach (left) and iterative approach (right) - 10 iter-
ations, cumulative investments 2032 (Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri,
HERE, DeLorme, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS,
NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI,
Esri China (Hong Kong), swisstopo, MapmyIndia, c© OpenStreetMap contrib-
utors, and the GIS User Community).
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1 810,642 NA 19,180 20%
2 805,222 -5,421 13,760 43%
3 802,732 -2,490 11,270 53%
4 801,064 -1,667 9,603 60%
5 799,923 -1,141 8,461 65%
6 799,155 -768 7,693 68%
7 798,603 -552 7,142 70%
8 798,235 -368 6,774 72%
9 797,863 -373 6,401 73%
10 797,517 -346 6,055 75%
Table 3.2 Case 1 cost of investment in BPA area.
Millions of Dollars Cooptimize Iterative Diff
Carbon Cost 58 $/ton
Generation 16,020 22,421 -6,401
Transmission 2,427 825 1,603
VOM 3,287 3,450 -164
FOM 16,261 18,531 -2,270
Fuel 19,866 21,114 -1,248
Carbon 10,471 11,199 -729
Total 68,332 77,541 -9,208
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Category GW GW GW
Biomass 0.00 0.00 0.00
Gas CCGT 7.10 8.19 -1.09
Gas CT 0.00 0.00 0.00




WC1B1 16.01 13.84 2.18
WC1B2 7.20 5.24 1.96
WC1B3 4.15 0.44 3.71
WC2B1 23.93 27.98 -4.05
WC2B2 18.37 12.63 5.74
WC2B3 6.97 2.39 4.58
WC3B1 2.03 2.79 -0.75
WC3B2 0.00 0.00 0.00
WC3B3 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wind Total 78.68 65.31 13.37
Gen Total 128.12 119.40 8.71
Trans Total 308.59 146.22 162.37
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Figure 3.3 Case 2 cooptimized approach (left) and iterative approach (right) - 10 iter-
ations, cumulative investments 2032 (Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri,
HERE, DeLorme, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS,
NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI,
Esri China (Hong Kong), swisstopo, MapmyIndia, c© OpenStreetMap contrib-
utors, and the GIS User Community).
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1 811,631 NA 9,708 29%
2 807,483 -4,148 5,560 59%
3 805,991 -1,492 4,068 70%
4 805,181 -810 3,259 76%
5 804,460 -722 2,537 81%
6 803,924 -536 2,001 85%
7 803,698 -226 1,775 87%
8 803,538 -160 1,615 88%
9 803,376 -162 1,453 89%
10 803,270 -106 1,347 90%
Table 3.5 Case 2 cost of investment in BPA area.
Millions of Dollars Cooptimize Iterative Diff
Carbon Cost 58 $/ton - x2 Trans
Generation 18,211 21,266 -3,054
Transmission 479 317 162
VOM 3,484 3,514 -31
FOM 17,037 18,122 -1,086
Fuel 21,446 21,706 -260
Carbon 11,439 11,606 -167
Total 72,096 76,532 -4,436
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Category GW GW GW
Biomass 0.00 0.00 0.00
Gas CCGT 8.60 9.00 -0.39
Gas CT 0.00 0.00 0.00




WC1B1 14.86 13.71 1.16
WC1B2 5.35 5.13 0.25
WC1B3 0.35 0.00 0.35
WC2B1 22.24 25.49 -3.25
WC2B2 14.82 12.14 2.68
WC2B3 2.15 2.10 0.05
WC3B1 2.19 2.74 -0.55
WC3B2 0.00 0.00 0.00
WC3B3 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wind Total 61.97 61.30 0.67
Gen Total 115.88 115.46 0.42
Trans Total 133.32 108.19 25.13
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Figure 3.4 Case 3 cooptimized approach (left) and iterative approach (right) - 10 iter-
ations, cumulative investments 2032 (Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri,
HERE, DeLorme, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS,
NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI,
Esri China (Hong Kong), swisstopo, MapmyIndia, c© OpenStreetMap contrib-
utors, and the GIS User Community).
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1 626,060 NA 1,709 62%
2 625,010 -1,050 659 85%
3 624,847 -163 496 89%
4 624,732 -114 382 92%
5 624,649 -84 298 93%
6 624,604 -44 254 94%
7 624,581 -24 230 95%
8 624,565 -15 215 95%
9 624,552 -13 201 96%
10 624,539 -13 188 96%
Table 3.8 Case 3 cost of investment in BPA area.
Millions of Dollars Cooptimize Iterative Diff
Carbon Cost 18 $/ton
Generation 3,415 3,415 0
Transmission 111 104 7
VOM 2,988 3,005 -17
FOM 11,836 11,836 0
Fuel 17,505 17,631 -126
Carbon 4,164 4,195 -31
Total 49,272 49,185 -167
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Category GW GW GW
Biomass 0.00 0.00 0.00
Gas CCGT 6.58 7.05 -0.47
Gas CT 10.58 10.40 0.18




WC1B1 6.75 5.68 1.07
WC1B2 4.43 4.38 0.05
WC1B3 0.00 0.00 0.00
WC2B1 11.20 10.24 0.96
WC2B2 0.04 0.03 0.02
WC2B3 1.99 1.99 0.00
WC3B1 0.04 0.04 0.00
WC3B2 0.00 0.00 0.00
WC3B3 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wind Total 24.45 22.35 2.10
Gen Total 76.76 75.01 1.74
Trans Total 105.00 99.61 5.39
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Table 3.10 Cumulative GW investment of wind by state/region. C, I, D represent coop-
timization, iterative, and difference respectively for the different carbon cost
scenarios.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
C I D C I D C I D
AZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BC 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CA 4.6 4.7 0.0 4.7 4.7 0.0 2.3 2.3 0.0
CFE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CO 4.7 7.0 -2.3 5.9 7.3 -1.3 1.1 1.1 0.0
ID 0.0 2.0 -2.0 0.1 1.7 -1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
MT 11.3 10.8 0.5 9.9 9.6 0.2 4.8 3.9 0.9
NV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NM 8.3 8.8 -0.6 8.7 8.7 0.0 1.1 1.0 0.1
OR 5.7 7.2 -1.5 6.2 6.8 -0.6 1.6 1.6 0.0
UT 0.0 0.7 -0.7 0.0 0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
WA 2.6 4.4 -1.8 3.2 4.2 -1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0
WY 41.4 19.6 21.8 23.2 17.5 5.8 13.0 11.8 1.2
Total 78.7 65.3 13.4 62.0 61.3 0.7 24.5 22.4 2.1
3.4 Discussion
As expected, for each scenario, the co-optimized approach outperforms the iterative ap-
proach in terms of cost. The maximum transmission benefits, or cost difference between
cooptimized approach and a single GEP, are given by ∼ 24.1, 13.6, and 4.5 billion dollars
while the iterative approach only obtains 75%, 90%, and 96% of this benefit after 10 iter-
ations for Cases 1-3 respectively. At the end of 10 iterations, none of the three iterative
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approaches have converged but the simulation with lowest carbon cost appears to have cap-
tured the highest percentage of transmission benefit. As observed, as carbon costs decrease
or transmission costs increase, remote resources such as wind become less economic. The
benefit of co-optimization decreases from ∼6.1 to ∼0.2 billion dollars for decreased carbon
costs and to ∼1.3 billion dollars for increased transmission costs after 10 iterations.
Transmission benefit captured for the scenarios studied (as defined in Section 3.3.2) at
the end of 10 iterations has a range of ∼ 75% − 96% indicating cooptimization identifies
much more effective use of transmission than the iterative approach. As a comparison to
prior uses of this metric, Spyrou et al. (2017) finds ∼ 14 − 89% for her iterative approach
studies. It is interesting to note that while Spyrou et al. (2017) finds convergence using the
iterative approach, sometimes in just a few iterations, this study does not within the 10 iter-
ations allotted. This might be attributed to Spyrou et al. (2017) using binary transmission
investment variables as opposed to the continuous transmission investment variables used
in this study. Initially in this study, we attempted to use binary transmission investment
variables but the problem quickly became intractable for even a single iteration given that
there are 650 candidate transmission lines each being allowed to expand up to 15 times its
single line capacity.
General trends included increased wind and transmission capacity investments in the
co-optimized approach in comparison to the iterative approach. Additionally, for all simula-
tions both wind and transmission capacity investments are lower for the iterative approach
likely signaling a greater use of existing generation or local investments such as natural
gas or PV. In all sensitivities, the iterative approach yields more natural gas technology
investments. In cases 1 and 3 the iterative approach results in more solar PV investments.
While simultaneous cooptimization guarantees costs at least as low as the iterative ap-
proach, costs associated with a grid partition, in contrast to solving for investments in the
entire interconnection, may actually be higher. In all three simulations, the cooptimization
benefit in column “diff” row “total” of Tables 3.2, 3.5, and 3.8 is larger than the cooptimiza-
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tion benefit of the WI in Tables 3.1, 3.4, and 3.7. This implies that the cost of infrastructure
investments located outside of the BPA area is actually higher in cooptimization than in
the iterative approach. 1
One explanation for lower costs associated with the buses in the BPA area is that less
infrastructure investments are made within the BPA area (meaning less operational costs
in the BPA area). Instead, high capacity factor remote resources are used to support BPA
operations. This hypothesis is supported by Tables 3.2, 3.5, and 3.8 as far greater generation
investment and operational costs occur in the iterative approaches than for the co-optimized
approach.
Finally, in Table 3.10 the state/regional effects of cooptimization on wind investment
are displayed. In case 1, it is observed that cooptimization increases wind investment in
MT and WY while wind investment is static or decreases in all other areas. In case 3, if
wind is disadvantaged by reducing the carbon costs, then after 10 iterations, the difference
in cooptimization and sequential approaches appears to be almost entirely due to increases
in wind in WY and MT while other state investments vary little between approaches. On
the other hand, if wind is disadvantaged by higher transmission costs in case 2, then after
10 iterations wind investment is only ∼ 700 MW higher in the cooptimized case. However,
the actual location of the wind investment between approaches is quite different. The
cooptimized approach contains ∼ 6 GW more wind investment in MT and WY and ∼ 5
GW less wind investment in all the other states. Thus each of the sensitivities supports the
view that cooptimization enables higher capacity factor wind investments found in remote
locations such as MT and WY.
1The model employed in this study attributes cost to bus location which is not what occurs in reality.
FERC order 1000 attributes cost to causation. In other words, cost is attributed to the party that causes it
regardless of where it is located.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this paper the effect of simultaneously cooptimizing generation and transmission is
compared against sequentially solving the GEP and TEP for 10 iterations. The investments
of the simulations are illustrated pictorially and analyzed at three different system levels;
at the interconnection level, at the regional utility (BPA) level, and at the individual state
level.
The analysis at each of the three levels indicates that simultaneous cooptimization out-
performs sequential cooptimization in identifying transmission-supported remote resources
that result in lower overall costs. This is best observed in the cases 1-2 where simultaneous
cooptimization results in (1) greater system wind installations, (2) reduced BPA wind in-
stallations in WA, OR, and ID, (3) increased remote wind installations in MT and WY, (4)
greater system transmission capacity investments, and (5) greater BPA transmission costs.
In case 3 all of these trends are observed except for (2) after 10 iterations.
Industry planning today is usually well-characterized by sequential cooptimization, where
frequently a generation facility is planned and transmission is subsequently developed to
support that project. Sometimes, the generation expansion plan is then reviewed and ad-
justed to more appropriately utilize the planned transmission. This study shows that this
approach may miss available economic opportunities that more effectively integrate gener-
ation and transmission expansion plans, particularly opportunities that involve supplying
loads from high-quality resources that are remote from those loads.
3.6 Authors Note
Post publication it was determined that several test technologies that were removed
from the expansion planning model had been used to determine the operational blocks with
the blocking strategy methodology described in this work. The capacities of these technolo-
gies would have made up approximately 4 percent of the capacity plus peak demands for
generators and loads used in the blocking methodology in 2014 and approximately 10 of
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the capacity plus peak demands for generators and loads used in the blocking methodology
in 2032. For later chapters these technologies were completely removed from the blocking
methodology.
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CHAPTER 4. SUBGRID PLANNING
4.1 Introduction
A common issue in co-optimized expansion planning (CEP) is that the region of interest
for performing expansion planning is a part of a larger system; thus there is an internal
system and an external system. The analyst wants to identify investments for the internal
system with an intra-regional study, accounting for the external system only insofar as the
external system affects the investments identified in the internal system.
One possible method for addressing this involves using a full regional study, and then
only using the information associated with the internal system. However, this approach may
make it difficult to attain the model fidelity desired for the intra-regional study while keeping
the full regional study computationally tractable. While network reduction methodologies
may be used to minimize the external system, the reduction of power system networks can
be a tedious process that the analyst wishes to avoid. A second method to study the internal
system may involve separating the internal system from the larger system for stand-alone
study. While this may improve computational tractability, it may also have formulation
challenges in that the internal and external system investment decisions depend on the
energy exchange between grids.
The purpose of this work is to provide a two-step procedure that addresses these issues.
This two-step procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The performance of the method is ana-
lyzed qualitatively in terms of computational tractability and investment decisions to show
the value of the method on a 96-bus internal representation of the BPA system contained
within a 312-bus model of the WI. In step 1 a low-fidelity but fast linear program (LP)
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on the entire WI is deployed to determine reasonable tie line flows between the external
and internal system. In step 2, the tie flows connecting the BPA to the external system
are fixed to their step 1 values, and a high-fidelity cost minimization mixed-integer linear
program (MIP) is solved on just the BPA area. Computational tractability is further im-
proved in step 2 in two ways: (1) lines not receiving investments in step 1 are eliminated
from the list of expansion candidates; (2) continuous line investments are translated into
their binary disjunctive representation. Both of these improvements serve to reduce binary









Step 1 Step 2
Fix Ties
Line Filter
Figure 4.1 Two step procedure on conceptual WI system diagram.
4.2 Model formulation and solution strategy
The model and formulation used in this section is described by the deterministic mode
given section 2.2. This means the scenario set S would only have 1 scenario and the scenario
indice s is superfluous to this analysis. In order to reduce and reconfigure the model when
transitioning between step 1 and step 2, several set, variable, equation, and parameter
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modifications are required. The purpose of this section is to summarize these modifications
in terms of the model formulation.
Critical to the system size reduction is the redefinition of sets B1 and B2. In step 1,
B1 and B2 represent the whole WI but in step 2, B1 is defined as the internal system plus
buses connected to tie lines. This is critical to the definition of Kirchhoff’s Current Law
(KCL) (Equation (2.75)) since flows are defined over two buses, and in order to fix tie lines
in step 2 to their step 1 values KCL needs to be defined over all buses connected to the
internal systems tie buses. All other constraints dependent on buses are defined over B2
which is just the internal system buses.
The redefinition of the bus set also appropriately modifies the path equation (2.73), as
it now only considers flows from lines that are either contained within the subgrid or are tie
lines of the subgrid. A potential problem might occur if a path was defined with some lines
completely contained within the subgrid and other lines completely outside of the subgrid.
In this case, the path could potentially impose a more restrictive limit on the lines contained
in the subgrid when moving to step 2 (since lines belonging to the path would be removed).
In fact, we have a single path with lines both completely contained within and outside of
the subgrid, but the path limits are less restrictive than the single line left in the path after
removing WI buses in step 2, so no issues occur.
Additionally, in order to move from a hybrid model in step 1 to a binary disjunctive
model in step 2, all line candidates are moved from the set of lines not adhering to KVL,
LCl , to the set of lines adhering to KVL, L
′C
l .
Equation modifications include equation (2.63), the generation reserve constraint for
the external system, which is intentionally deactivated in step 2 because it is only defined
over external system buses. Similarly, the southwest solar penetration equations (2.84) are
eliminated in step 2 as they are not contained within the subgrid. (2.68)-(2.70) are empty
in step 1 because no candidates lines belong to the set L′Cl , while equations (2.71)-(2.72)
are empty in step 2 because no candidates belong to the set LCl .
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Decision variable modifications include fixing all REC trading path flows fRECv,t,t′,s to their
step 1 values, in step 2, with the exception of the paths connecting Oregon and Washington.
Furthermore tie line flows for both existing and candidate lines are fixed in step 2 to the
values found in step 1 for all years and periods y, p. This enables the removal of the external
system in step 2. As a result of reducing the buses the set B2 is defined over in step 2,
only line candidates in the internal system are considered for investment in step 2. Line
candidates are further reduced by limiting line candidates capacity in step 2 to an amount
that minimally covers the line capacity investment found in step 1. This is achieved in 2
substeps.
1. First, if the sum of all the investments for some line l is zero in the hybrid model, then
all bundles n for that line l are removed from consideration in the binary disjunctive
model in step 2. In other words, if for some l, n,
∑
y




2. Second, for every line l in step 1 the minimum number of binary integer variables are
determined to allow for at least as much investment in step 2 as was found in step
1 but with lines l, n which ensure every possible integral amount of parallel lines is







< 1 then for every y, j > n0,
∆L′l,y,j,s = 0 in step 2.
The only parameter adjusted between substeps 1 and 2 is load. Loads attached to buses
belonging to the set B′′′ are conditioned to prevent infeasibilities. This is the result of
imposing Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) on every bus in the system because tie lines are
defined over 1 internal system bus and 1 external system bus. Because KCL must hold
at every bus, infeasibilities can occur if more power is exported from the internal system
than the external system has loads to consume since most of loads that used to exist in
the external system have been removed in step 2. Thus the demands at buses belonging to
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= Pdb′,y,p ∀ b′ ∈ B′′′, y, p (4.1)
On the other hand, if power is being imported on a tie line, KCL can still hold by
shedding load. This is achieved by defining the load shedding variable over all buses in
B1 but only defining the load shedding in the objective over B2. Thus load can be shed
to ensure feasibility for importing tie lines, and because the load shedding in the objective
(Equation (2.50)) is defined over B2, it has no effect on cost.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Terminology
In this section, the subgridding method is evaluated on two different sets of parameters.
These includes an average parameter case and a low hydro output, high demand parameter
case. The second sensitivity is chosen to be stressful on the system, fostering greater
investment meaning greater integer decision variables in step 2. In other words, we should
expect the stressed problem to take longer to solve than the average parameter case.
For each sensitivity, we run 4 different simulations denoted S1, S2, S2’, and S2” which
are described below.
1. S1 : This is step 1 described previously and is done before each of S2, S2’, and S2”.
S1 is primarily used to determine approximate line flows to and from the subgrid and
is used to determine reasonable candidate lines for the MIPs run in S2, S2’, and S2”.
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2. S2 : This is step 2 with just the subgrid. The ROW is removed in this case. This
problem is solved to a 1 percent gap.
3. S2’ : This is step 2 with the full grid. In effect we are only line filtering in this step
2, but other than that, the grid is not reduced. These simulations are allowed to run
for approximately 36 hours.
4. S2” : The purpose of this simulation is to validate the performance of S2 on the
full grid. This is accomplished by running an S1-S2’ type simulation but with the
subgrid investments of both S1 and S2’ fixed to subgrid values found in S2. In other
words we try to answer the question: would solving the full WI instead of a subgrid
problem result in a lower cost WI solution? The answer to this is yes, solving the
full WI will always result in a better system wide solution. However, the extra time
necessary to solve the lower cost S1-S2’ simulation makes the S1-S2 approach appear
very attractive. These are allowed to run for up to 16 hours.
4.3.2 Mixed integer program solution quality
Percent gap (GAMS (2019b)) is a measures how close the current best solution’s objec-
tive function value is to a lower bound found on the objective function; it is given by
Percent Gap =
Best MIP solution objective - objective lower bound
Best MIP solution objective
(4.2)
Typically, the longer the algorithm runs, the lower the percent gap becomes as better integer
solutions are found. When the optimal solution is identified, the percent gap becomes 0;
however, because this can take a very long time, percent gap is used to measure the quality
of the current best solution found at any given time during the algorithm.
To show percent gap, best feasible solution, and lower bound through time in Figures
4.2-4.7, a MATLAB MATLAB Release 2016a (2016) file was written to parse relevant
data out of the CPLEX node file. Data extracted directly from the node log are feasible
solutions reported and the percent gap reported closest in the CPLEX node log to the
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feasible solution. The lower bound is computed, rather than extracted, from the node log
using the following equation.
Lower Bound = Best MIP solution objective− Best MIP solution objective% gap
100
. (4.3)
4.3.3 Figures and Tables
For each sensitivity (average parameters and stressed system) and type of simulation
(S2, S2’, and S”), the following figures are used to analyze the subgrid methodology.
1. Figures 4.2,4.5 : Shows the step 2 percent and absolute gaps for the problems S2 and
S2’ vs time. The left hand y-axis is percent gap and the right hand side y-axis is
absolute gap.
2. Figure 4.3,4.6: Shows the step 2 best feasible solution and best lower bound to S2 and
S2’ vs time. The left hand side y-axis contains the subgrid cost for S2 while the right
hand y-axis gives the full grid cost for S2’. The asterick is the cost of the subgrid, as
computed by S2’ at its best feasible solution and uses the left hand side y-axis.
3. Figures 4.4,4.7: This final graph shows the cost vs time of S2’ and S2” where the left
hand side y-axis corresponds to percent gap and the right hand side y-axis corresponds
the cost of the best feasible solution found. While the percent gap is mainly for
reference, the best feasible solution found tells us how long it would take the S2’ to
find a solution to the full grid that would result in a full grid cost, at least as low as
what we find from S2, when S2 is fixed into S2’ (S2 fixed in to S2’ corresponds to S2”).
By starting with a point contained on the S2” curve and drawing a horizontal line
over to the S2’ curve, we can discover how long it would take to obtain an a solution
at least as cost effective for the full grid as it would take to find a fullgrid solution
with the subgrid having the investment values discovered in S2.
4. Data related to the costs, size, and timing of the simulations is Tabulated in Table
4.1.
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Step 2 percent and absolute gaps vs time
S2 : percent gap
S2' :  percent gap
S2 : absoloute gap
S2' : abosolute gap
Figure 4.2 Average Parameter Case : S2 and S2’ gap analysis





































































Step 2 best feasible solution and lower bound vs time
S2 : Best feasible solution
S2 : Lower bound
S2' : Final subgrid Cost
S2' : Best feasible solution
S2' : Lower bound
Figure 4.3 Average Parameter Case : S2 and S2’ bounds
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Step 2 percent gap and best feasible solution found vs time
S2' : percent gap
S2'' :  percent gap
S2' : Best feasible found
S'' : Best feasible found
Figure 4.4 Average Parameter Case : S2 performance validation





































Step 2 percent and absolute gaps vs time
S2 : percent gap
S2' :  percent gap
S2 : absoloute gap
S2' : abosolute gap
Figure 4.5 Stressed System Case : S2 and S2’ gap analysis
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Step 2 best feasible solution and lower bound vs time
S2 : Best feasible solution
S2 : Lower bound
S2' : Final subgrid Cost
S2' : Best feasible solution
S2' : Lower bound
Figure 4.6 Stressed System Case : S2 and S2’ bounds












































Step 2 percent gap and best feasible solution found vs time
S2' : percent gap
S2'' :  percent gap
S2' : Best feasible found
S'' : Best feasible found
Figure 4.7 Stressed System Case : S2 performance validation
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S1 S2 (1% gap) S2' S2'' S1 S2 (1% gap) S2' S2''
Runtime (sec) 129 357 129,600 57600 151 747 129,600 57600
Binaries 0 102 597 NA 0 120 711 NA
Line Cands 574 34 199 NA 574 40 237 NA
 Rows 163,337 40,372 148,884 NA 163,338 41,287 153,995 NA
 Cols 167,637 45,674 161,914 NA 167,637 46,058 162,996 NA
Best Feasible  NA 92,205 592,063 593,686 NA 105,899 716,963 718,856
Lower Bound  NA 91,310 587,282 590,148 NA 104,916 708,956 711,362
Absolute Gap  NA 895 4,780 3,538 NA 983 8,007 7,495
Relative Gap NA 0.97% 0.81% 0.60% NA 0.93% 1.12% 1.04%
Full WI Cost 581,091 NA 592,063 593,686 703,160 NA 716,963 718,856




Table 4.1 Simulation data summarized
4.4 Discussion
The purpose of Figures 4.2 and 4.5 is to show how quickly the subgrid step 2, S2,
converges as opposed to the full system simulation step 2, S2’. Getting to 1 percent gap is
very quick for both S2’ problems and because the subgrid simulation S2 costs are almost an
order of magnitude smaller than that of the full WI simulation S2’, the absolue gap error is
also much smaller for the same percent gap. While we could allow the subgrid problem to
solve to 0 percent gap which we tend to see occur in a matter of hours, we find that this is
unnecessary in order to find a subgrid solution that performs well in the validation problem
S2”.
Figures 4.3 and 4.6 show the upper and lower bounds for both S2 and S2’ through time.
The blue asterick allows a comparison of subgrid cost comming from S2’ against the total
objective function of S2. In the average parameter case the the error is relatively small,
indicating the total subgrid costs identified by the S2 (with 1 percent gap) are comparable
to what we might expect from solving S2’ for 36 hours. In Figure 4.3, the subgrid cost
associated with the 1 percent gap best feasible solution for S2 is 92 million dollars. The
subgrid cost associated with the best feasible solution for S2’ is 95 million dollars.
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In the stressed system parameter case, the difference in total subgrid costs identified by
the S2 (with 1 percent gap) and S2’ after simulating for 36 hours are substantially larger.
While S2 gives an answer of 106 million dollars, S2’ gives a best feasible solution of 142
million dollars for the subgrid. The reason for this might be attributed to the larger percent
gap on S2’ in this case. However, even with this larger error in subgrid costs, we find by
comparing the the full WI costs of S2’ and S” from Table 4.1, they appear to be quite stable
at only ∼ $2 billion apart (718-716=2). Thus, high subgrid cost variability in S2 and S2’
may not be significantly correlated to high variability in full grid costs between S2’ and S2”.
The quality of the subgrid solution found in S2 is evaluated in Figures 4.4 and 4.7. The
question we try to answer in these Figures is “how long would we have to wait to find a
solution to the full grid S2’ that results in a lower cost solution to the full grid if we fix
the S2 subgrid investment decisions into the full grid (S1-S2”)?” We know if we let the S2’
simulation run long enough it will always find a solution at least as low cost as S”, but if
we can find a reasonable solution to the subgrid, without needing to solve the full system,
this would be very useful for situations requiring heavy analysis and repeated simulation of
a particular section of a large grid.
Using Figures 4.4 and 4.7 if we draw a horizontal line from the best feasible S2” to
intersect with the best feasible S2’, and then draw a vertical line down from S2’, this gives
us the the amount of time it takes for the S2’ to give a comparable integer feasible solution
in terms of cost to that found by the subproblem. For the average parameter case we find
that the solution of S2 is found in approximately 357 seconds or ∼6 minutes; and that this
outperforms S2’ for ∼13,000 seconds or ∼3.7 hours. For the stressed parameter case we find
that the solution of S2 found in approximately 747 seconds or ∼13 minutes outperforms
S2’ for ∼90,000 seconds or ∼ 25 hours. Thus in both cases we see a speed-up by at least
an order of magnitude in finding a subgrid solution that gives a cost competitive full grid
solution as opposed to simply solving the full WI MIP.
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4.5 Conclusion
This work proposes a novel hierarchical two step method for improving the computa-
tional tractability of the generation and transmission planning problem when studying a
grid partition. The method primarily differentiates itself from previous line filtering and
hierarchical planning approaches in that in addition to reducing lines and transitioning to
a new transmission model, it reduces the model’s study area to a subsystem of interest
by using previously computed tie line flows. Additionally, a binary disjunctive based line
filtering method has been extended from use only on the TEP to implementation on the
CEP.
The proposed method, drastically reduces computation time necessary to find a solution
to a portion of a larger grid while still retaining good performance when the subgrid solution
is used in the full grid solution. An alternative approach to the method discussed in this
paper for enhancing computational tractability might be to improve performance of solving
the full model in step 2 using decomposition methods. While this is possible, the method
proposed here could still be used in step 2 in combination with decomposition methods for
even greater computational benefits when studying a grid partition. Future work using this
method will seek to better understand what additional model fidelity enhancements are
compatible with the developed two step methodology.
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CHAPTER 5. TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTY
5.1 Uncertainty definitions and assumed data correlations
Standard optimization algorithms used to solve stochastic programming problems re-
quire discretization of the probability distributions characterizing uncertainties King and
Wallace (2012). For this work scenarios are generated by assuming each uncertain pa-
rameter’s probability distributions can be represented by a high and low value with equal
probability. Table 5.31 identifies 11 uncertain decision variables, which when represented
by two values each (columns 3 and 4), allows for 211 = 2048 possible scenarios (a “medium”
value is also identified in column 5, but we have not used this third level of uncertainty char-
acterization). The last two columns of Table 5.3, identified as “MC” and “Class” provide
information to be used in the folding horizon simulation which will be described in Chapter
7. (In this table, “AGR” stands for “annual growth rate” and indicates the parameter
growth rate is specified by a percentage per year.)
The uncertainties are visualized though time at specific buses in Figure 5.1. However,
2048 scenarios is problematic in that the planning model under consideration with 2048
scenarios will be intractable to solve. Thus scenario reduction methods are used to discover
a representative set of scenarios.
This first step to achieving this is to assume where appropriate, that several of the ran-
dom variables are correlated or anti-correlated. Table 5.1 lists the uncertainties in column 1
of Table 5.3 that are correlated in its first column and uncertainties that are anti-correlated
1In the scenario reduction used in this dissertation the high column values of rows 5 and 6 were accidentally
switched within GAMS ScenRed2 scenario reduction.
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in its second column. By reducing the uncertainties to 7 groups and considering two values
(low, high) per group, the number of scenarios is reduced to 27 = 128, a reduction in the
scenario space by a factor of ∼ 20. However this is still too many scenarios to tractably
utilize within the planning problem. Thus, a secondary scenario reduction method is im-
plemented. Three different secondary reduction methods are developed in this work allow
for the scenario space to be further reduced.
Table 5.1 Correlations and anticorrelations among uncertainties in Table 5.3.








Table 5.2 Planning problem scenarios selected and probability of each scenario (Low=1,
High=3).










Table 5.3 Uncertainty Characterization for Planning and Validation






































Base Demand Growth (each
area demand growth
determined by base +
area specific demand growth)
1.7%









Peak Demand Growth (each
area peak growth
determined by base + area
specific demand growth)
1.92%






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2 Reduction methodologies and Computational Complexity
The first reduction method is to use GAMS scenRed2 GAMS (2019a) (a function built-
in to the optimization coding environment used in this research) which strictly looks at the
probability distribution discretizations to select characteristic scenarios. We refer to this as
an input method because it only operates on data that serves as an input to the planning
optimization problem. The second reduction method deterministically solves each of the
remaining 128 scenarios after imposing correlations. It then runs MATLAB’s implementa-
tion of the k-medoids algorithm MATLAB and Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox
Release 2016 (2016) on the investment decision throughout the planning horizon. We refer
to this method as an output scenario generation method since it operates on the outputs
of the planning problem. The third method is exactly the same as the second except that
instead of clustering on investment decision variables, it clusters on 128 objective function
costs of the deterministic solves.
Examples of each method is compared for a varied scenarios in Figures 5.2 - 5.6. Each
of these figures contains two charts. The top chart gives a break down of the objective
function cost components as well as the total objective function cost for each of the 128
deterministic simulations. Then three different symbols mark the characteristic scenarios
chosen by each scenario reduction methodology as well as the scenario number (1 to 128)
on the total cost objective function curve. This is useful as it gives the analyst the ability
to see if high, moderate, or low cost scenarios are being selected as characteristic. The size
of the symbols that mark out the characteristic scenarios on the total objective cost curve
indicate the probabilities that correspond to the characterstic scenarios.
The bottom chart of Figures 5.2 - 5.6 are used to indicate to what parameter values
the characterstic scenarios in the top chart correspond. This is achieved by dropping a
vertical line from the top chart to the bottom chart that cuts across 10 parallel lines, each
representing an uncertain parameter, where the thickness of these 10 lines correspond to
values of the uncertain parameters. If the vertical drop down line cuts through a thick line
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the parameter value is high (or a ‘3’ in the scenario string) while a vertical drop down line
cutting through a thin line indicates the parameter value is low (or a ‘1’ in the scenario
string).
Advantages of the first method is speed, as it does not need to deterministically solve
all 128 deterministic scenarios. However, one possible disadvantage of this method is it may
tend to cluster characteristic scenarios around the the random variable means (Maloney
and McCalley (2017)). For the stochastic results that follow in the rest of this dissertation
(with the exception of the comparison in section 5.3/7.8), scenarios are generated using the
input method in GAMS and are given in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 fully describes the level of
each uncertainty in each probability through the scenario string. For example, scenario 6
models an OR/WA carbon tax implementation date of 2020 (high), indicated by the fact
that the first digit of the scenario string (corresponding to the U column where U=1 in
Table 5.3) is a 3. Scenario 6 models a low wind build cost decay rate, indicated by the fact
that the second digit of its scenario string (corresponding to the U column where U=2 in
Table 5.3) is a 1. The level Hi/Low (3/1) corresponding to the level of each uncertainty in
each scenario is identified from each scenario string in a similar manner.
For one particular run through the entire scenario generation/reduction process, the
growth of computation as a function of number of scenarios was tracked and is displayed in
Figure 5.7. As expected, computational time grows rapidly from less than 15 minutes for 2
scenarios to over 10 hours for 10 scenarios. A fourth line titled “Data fit to Exponential” is
generated by fitting the three reductions to an exponential curve in MATLAB MathWorks
(2018) of the form 0.3562e0.3451x where x represents the number of scenarios used. The fit
is then projected out to 14 scenarios to give some indication as to what might be expected

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Compute Time vs Scenarios
AEP ( -  = 3.0)
Cluster on investment decision variables
Cluster on Total Objective Function cost
Clustering using ScenRed2
Data fit to Exponential
Figure 5.7 Compute time for reduction methods.
5.3 Stability Analysis
In this work an analysis of solution quality is given via an in-sample stability metric
and a novel out-of-sample stability metric using the folding horizon simulation described
in chapter 7. Because the out of sample stability analysis relies on knowledge obtained in
chapters 6-7, the results and discussion associated with this topic are delayed until chapter
7.
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CHAPTER 6. COMPARISON OF STOCHASTIC AND ADAPTIVE
PROGRAMMING
This chapter begins with a brief introduction to stochastic and adaptive programming
by introducing and comparing their formulations, their decision structures through time,
and providing a qualitative comparison of the two methods (Sections 6.1 -6.4). Sections 6.1
-6.4 are adapted from Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE and are intended to serve as an
update to this material, as further insight has been obtained into the differences between the
two programming methods. Reduced formulations in sections 6.1 -6.4 have some similarities
to those found in Olatujoye (2015).
6.1 List of symbols
6.1.1 Decision vectors
4Ats: Scenario specific capacity investment in period t, scenario s (Stochastic programming only).
4A′ts: Scenario specific capacity investment in period t, scenario s (Adaptation only).
4Ct: Core investment trajectory in period t, scenario s (Adaptation only).
Ats: Total capacity investment in period t, scenario s.
Ots: Operational costs in period t, scenario s.
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6.1.2 Parameters
It,s: Investment costs in period t, scenario s.
Ps: Probability of scenario s.
β: Robustness parameter.
d : Delay time between when capacity investment decision made and when it goes into operation.
6.1.3 Sets
S: Scenario set
T: Time period set
6.1.4 Indexes
t: time period
s: scenario or future
c: Core - indicates value is common to all scenarios for a given t.
6.2 Stochastic programming formulation and structure for capacity
expansion planning
A two stage stochastic program’s (SP) decision structure is given in Figure 6.1 while
the SP’s formulation is given by equations (6.1)-(6.4). The axis represent generation and
transmission investment while the black dashed lines represent the passage of time. Dots or
balls represent the cumulative investments in the different scenarios of the problem while
arrows represent incremental investment decisions between time periods.
We now introduce the nomenclature of core investments and scenario specific or adaptive
investments. Core investments in Figure 6.1 are represented by the solid red arrow between
time periods 1 and 2; we define a core investment to be an investment that is common
across all modeled scenarios. In the language of stochastic programming, core investments
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are often referred to as “here and now” investments, as they represent what should be done
in the present. The idea is that there is a single representation of the present (t=1), and
regardless of what scenario may be realized in the future, in the present we can can only
make a single decision and then wait until the next time period to decide what to do next.
These later decisions we refer to as scenario specific or adaptive investments, and in
Figure 6.1, they are represented by dashed arrows where the different colors represent the
three different scenarios or futures that we assume can happen in our model of the future.
In the language of stochastic programming these decisions are referred to as “wait and
see decisions”, and because there are infinite possibilities for the future (modeled as three
possibilities here), we allow the scenarios to make three different sets of investments to
accommodate the three different futures we have modeled. As before the balls represent






























Figure 6.1 Structure of the a 2 stage SP for d = 1. Figure adapted from Olatujoye (2015)
and Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE.
We model the basic stochastic programming formulation by (6.1)-(6.4) where (6.1) in-
dicates that we are minimizing the core or “here and now” investment costs I1c 4 C1 plus




Equation (6.3) describes how capacity is updated in the formation though adaptive invest-
ments while (6.2) forces all decisions to make the same set of investment or core investment
in the first time period. Finally, (6.4) represents the operational constraints for the rest
of the model. Upon solving (6.1)-(6.4), the set of core investments made in the first time
period is generally reported as the solution of the problem.
min I1c 4 C1 +
∑
t>d,s
Ps(Its 4Ats +Ots) (6.1)
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Non-anticipative constraints (e.g. 4A1s = 4C1) (6.2)
Ats = At−d,s +4At−d,s ∀ t > d, s (6.3)
Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.4)
6.3 Adaptation formulation and structure for capacity expansion
planning
An adaptive expansion plan’s (AEP) decision structure is given in Figure 6.2 while
the AEP’s formulation is given by (6.5)-(6.8). As illustrated before in Figure 6.1, Figure
6.2’s axes represent generation and transmission investment in investment space while the
dashed black lines represent the passing of time. Dots or balls represent the cumulative
investments in the different scenarios of the problem while arrows represent incremental
investment decisions between time periods.
As before red dots or balls represent the cumulative core investment while the blue,
yellow and green dots represent cumulative scenario investment at different points in time.
Red arrows represent core investment decisions while blue, yellow, and green dashed arrows
represent scenario specific incremental investments through time. Core, as previously de-
scribed simply means the investment is made in every scenario, while scenario specific or
adaptive investments correspond to investments that are not made in all scenarios. Unlike
































































Figure 6.2 Structure of the AEP for d = 1. Figure adapted from Olatujoye (2015) and
Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE.
We model the basic AEP formulation by (6.5)-(6.8) where (6.5) indicates that we are
minimizing the core costs trajectory through time
∑
t
It4Ct plus the robustness parameter





ts) plus the expected costs
of all future operational costs
∑
t>d,s
(PsOts). In the objective the robustness parameter β is
user defined and adjusts the relative cost between core and adaptive investments. In terms
of Figure 6.2, one might expect increasing β to shorten the dashed arrows while stretching
the core trajectory further from the origin, while decreasing β would lengthen the dashed
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arrows and push the core trajectory closer to the origin. In other words a larger β increases
core investment while decreasing β reduces core investment.
Equation (6.6) describes how core capacity is updated through time while (6.7) gives
the relationship between core and adaptive capacity investment. Specifically, (6.7) says
that the amount of capacity available for operation at time t in scenario s is equal to the
total core capacity at time period t plus any additional adaptive capacity investments made
in that scenario s. Finally, (6.8) represents the operational constraints for the rest of the
model. Upon solving (6.5)-(6.8), the set of core investments through time is reported as the













Ct = Ct−d +4Ct−d ∀ t (6.6)
Ats = Ct +4A
′
t−d,s ∀ t, s (6.7)
Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.8)
6.4 Qualitative comparison of adaptation and stochastic programming I
- description
In this section we describe four significant qualitative differences between the two meth-
ods described in sections 6.2 and 6.3. These include the following
1. “Here and now” vs trajectory : The core and adaptive investments in adaptation
traverse all time in the AEP while in the SP, core investments are only in the first
time period. Because, core investments are generally reported as the decisions to
implement or consider for the future we get two very different types of solutions
that are perhaps complimentary. SP gives the best thing to do in the present if the
planner is also allowed to wait until the next time period to make decision then too.
Adaptation, on the other hand, gives an indication of the best thing to do through
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all time, if the planner is not allowed to rerun the planning software. Obviously, the
planner will in fact rerun the planning software in the next time period, but there
are possible advantages of getting a flexible plan through all time such as additional
insight into future decision making and thus additional time to prepare as well as the
ability to adjust model parameters to obtain more desirable outcomes if the endpoints
of the core do not align with design and policy objectives. To summarize this difference
between SP and adaptation we might say SP is for decision making while adaptation
is for planning.
2. Investment memory : SP has memory in all of its investments. AEP, on the other
hand, only has memory in its core investments. Eash set of AEP adaptive investments
are strictly for a single time period. As we shall see later in this chapter this is a
critical difference between the two approaches; the addition of memory into the AEP
is a crucial step in converting an AEP into an SP.
3. Adjustable robustness : Adaption has a robustness parameter for increasing core
investment. While it is not difficult to implement a similar idea into the SP (weighting
core vs adaptive investments) this is typically not done.
4. The last difference is an observation that combines the previous three items which is
that two stage SP provides a hedging type of investment only in the first time period.
By hedging in the first time period we mean we choose a single set of investments
that will be implemented across all scenarios despite not knowing what scenario will
actually happen. This initial set of investments may not be the best thing to do in any
one scenario but is selected to be flexible to all the potential scenarios. After this, we
no longer have to choose hedging investments, but rather we choose investments with
full knowledge of what will happen for the rest of the modeled scenario. In order to get
hedging investments for all time periods, a multistage stochastic program is required
where at time periods greater than 1 in Figure 6.1 there would be additional branching
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in the tree. At any one of these future nodes, a single set of decisions would be made
given that multiple possible futures could happen. However, a disadvantage of this
future branching is that the problem size grows very quickly and can become very time
consuming to solve. In the AEP, there is a hedging effect modeled at every time step,
where the optimization problem must choose between a permanent core investment
across all scenarios or a one time adaptive investment. The flexibility parameter β
controls how much hedging or core investment is added. An important observation
about the hedging effect in AEP is that it does not require exponential scenario growth,
because branching is always done from the core trajectory, rather than branching off
of branches which is what causes multistage SP’s to have exponential model growth.
6.5 Convert a standard multistage stochastic program into an adaptive
program
In this section a standard multistage stochastic programming formulation given in sec-
tion 6.2 is converted into the adaption programming formulation given in section 6.3 in
three steps. Figure 6.3 gives the structure of the parameter tree to which each formulation
is typically subjected, and Figure 6.4 details the effect of each step graphically in terms of
investment decision variables or responses of the programming methodology to the differ-
ent parameter trees. In Figure 6.4 bold lines represent core investments. In step 0 lightly
weighted lines represent the scenario-specific investments. In steps 1-3, lightly weighted
lines represent adaptive investments.
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Figure 6.3 Information structure of parameter branching of multistage SP and adaptation.
6.5.1 Stochastic programming formulation: Step 0
We will transform the initial stochastic programming formulation to the adaptive pro-
gramming formulation through several modifications. Below is the stochastic programming
formulation.
min I1c 4 C1 +
∑
t>d,s
Ps(Its 4Ats +Ots) (6.9)
Non-anticipative constraints (e.g. 4A1s = 4C1) (6.10)
Ats = At−d,s +4At−d,s ∀ t > d, s (6.11)
Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.12)
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Figure 6.4 Graphical illustration of steps required to convert multistage stochastic pro-
gram to adaptive program. This is the decision variable structure/branching
that occurs in response to the information structures of Figure 6.3
6.5.2 Conversion: step 1
A single trajectory common to all scenarios of core investments can be achieved through
two modifications to the traditional stochastic programming formulation given in section
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6.2. The first modification involves decomposing “wait and see” decisions into two different
classes of investments; core investments (4Ct) and adaptive investments (4A
′
t,s). This
decomposition is described by
4Ats = 4Ct +4A
′
ts (6.13)
where the core investments 4Ct are those common to all scenarios and the adaptive invest-
ments 4A′ts are those not in the core but in the investments for scenario s. It will also be














where the first equality states the cumulative stochastic programming investment at time
t in scenario s is equal to the sum of the annual stochastic programming investments in
scenario s at times up to and including t− d. The second and third equality of (6.14) are
just (6.13) summed up through time t− d. It should be noted that the initial time period
t = 1 does not have adaptive investments for the purpose of forcing the formulation to find
a feasible solution to the stage 2 conditions in stage 1.
Core investments are defined as investments common to all scenarios while adaptive
investments are scenario specific. By itself this change has no meaningful effect on the
stochastic program. However, when a weighting parameter is included as a coefficient to
the adaptive terms in the optimization objective function, the planner gains the ability
adjust the relative magnitude of cost between adaptive and core investments. Thus by
increasing the weighting parameter, more investments are forced into the core, the end
result being a set of core and adaptive investments, where the core investments represent
economical investments when considered across a variety of futures. For a planner with a
budget of X dollars over a planning horizon, the weighting parameter could be particularly
useful, since by adjusting it, it ranks each investments’ economic competitiveness across all
scenarios and can be chosen such that the flexible core investments meet a percentage of
the budget X. These modifications are shown in (6.15)-(6.18) and illustrated in Figure 6.4.
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min I1c 4 C1 +
∑
t>d,s
Ps(Its(4Ct + β 4A
′
ts) +Ots) (6.15)
Non-anticipative const (e.g. 4A1s = 4C1) (6.16)
At,s = At−d,s + (4Ct−d +4A
′
t−d,s) ∀ t > d, s (6.17)
Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.18)
6.5.3 Conversion: step 2
A third change involved in converting the stochastic program to an adaptive program
requires eliminating the memory of adaptive investments from cumulative capacity invested
at each At,s. This is achieved by substituting the expression for At,s in (6.14) into the first
term on the right-hand-side of (6.17) into core and adaptive investments and then elimi-
nating all the adaptive investments (see (6.22)). Furthermore, memory in core investments
is explicitly defined in (6.21). Thus, core investments made in one time period are carried
over to the next while previously made adaptive investments are not. The interpretation of
this is that for each time period t, the core branches to each possible future from a single
consistent trajectory that each scenario has followed up to time t. The benefit of this is
non-anticipative like behavior from the core trajectory at each time period t. If memory
were allowed in the adaptive investments, then at each time period, the starting capacity
of each scenario would be the core capacity plus the sum of the adaptive capacity for that
scenario. This would require the starting capacity of each scenario from which decisions
are made to be different, in effect allowing adaptive investments to strategically adapt to
future uncertainties before they are exposed; in other words anticipative behavior.
Alternatively, we might say in a standard stochastic program, non-anticipative behavior
is forced through non-anticipative constraints when scenarios that share the same history
(parameter values) are forced to share the same decision making (decision variable values).
In an AEP, with the exception of the first time period, scenarios do not share the same
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history in the sense that they share common parameter values. However, they do share the
same history at each time step in regard to the core investment decisions being the same
across every scenario. Consequently, we say the adaptive method has non-anticipative like
behavior at each time period.
min I1c 4 C1 +
∑
t>d,s
Ps(Its(4Ct + β 4A
′
ts) +Ots) (6.19)
Non-anticipative constraints (e.g. 4A1s = 4C1) (6.20)
Ct = Ct−d +4Ct−d ∀ t (6.21)






4A′t′s) + (4Ct−d +4A
′
t−d,s) ∀ t > d, s (6.22)
Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.23)
The formulation is further simplified by replacing the left hand terms Ct−d + 4Ct−d
in (6.22) with Ct. In other words, (6.21) is used to simplify (6.22). Furthermore, core
investments for all time can be pulled out of the summation in the objective function by


















Step 2 modifications are illustrated in Figure 6.4. Applying these steps results in the










Non-anticipative constraints (e.g. 4A1s = 4C1) (6.26)
Ct = Ct−d +4Ct−d ∀ t (6.27)
Ats = Ct +4A
′
t−d,s ∀ t > d, s (6.28)
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Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.29)
.
6.5.4 Conversion: Step 3
Finally, the nonanticipativity constraints for time periods t > 1 are eliminated which
results in the adaptive programming formulation. The t = 1 non-anticiaptivity forces all
t = 1 investments to share a common core. In other words, in the first time period, feasibility
is required by not allowing any adaptive investments. In adaptation, the analogous quality
to non-anticipativity is the core trajectory which implicitly models non-anticipative behavior
in the adaptive model (6.31). Because all scenarios must have the same starting point (the
core trajectory) at each t and ignore past adaptive investments, the adaptive formulation
retains non-anticipative behavior through the core trajectory. Furthermore, it achieves
this in every time period without requiring exponential scenario growth characteristic of
multistage stochastic programs. In Figure 6.4 this is illustrated by dropping two of the
four scenarios modeled in Step three, that were required to model non-anticipativity in the










Non-anticipative constraints (Implicit) (6.31)
Ct = Ct−d +4Ct−d ∀ t (6.32)
Ats = Ct +4A
′
t−d,s ∀ t > d, s (6.33)
Operational constraints for each scenario s. (6.34)
1The conversion used in this section relates SP to AEP as it is described in Olatujoye (2015). However, in
the formulation of section 2.2.4 and results of this dissertation there is one additional step taken that redefines
FOM. Operational costs would be broken into candidate FOM costs and all other FOM costs O′ts. The













so that the robustness parameter β is applied to all non-penalty adaptive capacity terms in the objective.
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6.6 Decision variable and constraint growth
This section (section 6.6) is intended to extend the work of Olatujoye (2015) by com-
paring the computation complexity of both the AEP and the SP. It does this by showing
that the AEP grows linearly with time periods while modeling flexible investments at every
time period while doing the same in the SP requires exponential growth with time periods
(sections 6.6.1-6.6.2). In section 6.6.3, a two stage SP is analyzed and similar to Olatujoye
(2015), we conclude that problem size of both methods is similiar in this special case.
To facilitate notational efficiency and simplicity, the following analysis assumes that the
structure of the stochastic and adaptive programs is similar to that shown in Figure 6.4. In
other words the stochastic program’s investment decisions branch at each investment stage
or time period 0 < t < N of which there are N − 2. In Figure 6.4 there are 2 time periods
that match this criterion. There is no branching at t = 0 because we are only allowed to
make one set of decisions in the present. Additionally, there is no branching in the Nth
time period as it is only used to sum investment totals and simulate end effects.
Critical to the analysis is the concept of operational and investment decision nodes which
are indicated in Figure 6.4 where red “up” arrows indicate “investment decision nodes”, or
nodes where investment decisions are made. Green “down” arrows indicate “operational
decision nodes”, or nodes where operational decisions are made. Note that t = 0 is not
considered an operational decision node in this analysis as we assume the only constraints
connecting t = 0 to t = 1 are capacity update equations for investment decisions. Thus
the operational decisions are completely dependent on t = 0 model parameters, and the
t = 0 investment decisions are completely dependent on model parameters for t > 0 with
the exception of initial capacities. Thus, because operational decisions at t = 0 will be
the same for every scenario and will not affect any capacity investment decisions, they are
eliminated.
For both the stochastic and adaptive programming analysis the following nomenclature
is used. Let N + 1 be the number of time periods, N be the number of stages, and M
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be the number of branches per stage. Also, let X be the number of investment decision
variables per branch, Y be the number of operational decision variables per branch, and Z
be the number of operational constraints per branch as in Figure 6.4. The branches in the
tree indicate that investment decisions are made at the beginning of a stage (investment
decision node), and are operated after a delay during which the investments are constructed
at an operational decision node.
6.6.1 Stochastic programming
This section (section 6.6.1) was developed in collaboration through discussion and cor-
respondence with Qingyu Xu from Johns Hopkins University.
It is observed that there are M0 branches at t = 0, M1 branches at t = 1, M2 branches
at t = 2, etc... Thus the number of branches in the tree can be modeled by the sum of
a finite geometric series
N∑
t=0
M t = 1−M
N
1−M which exhibits exponential growth with stages
N . Because there are X investment decision variables per branch, Y operational decision
variables per branch, and 1−M
N




) ∗ (X + Y ) (6.35)
decision variables in the tree. Thus the number of decision variables grows exponentially in
number of stages or N.
Furthermore, along each branch, capacity must be updated. If it is assumed there are
exactly half as many capacity update equations per branch as there are investment decision





capacity update constraints. The half comes from there being
both an incremental and cumulative investment decision variable for each capacity update
equation associated with each branch. Given that there are Z operational constraints per









Thus the number of constraints grows exponentially in stages N .
6.6.2 Adaptive programming
It is observed that there are M0 branches at t = 0, M branches at t = 1, M branches
at t = 2, etc... Thus the number of branches in the tree exhibits linear growth with time t.
Furthermore, there is a single core section per stage.
Observing the scenario tree in Figure 6.4 we see that with the exclusion of the first
stage there are X core investment variables, MX adaptive investment variables, and MY
operational decision variables per stage. Multiplying the sum of these three quantities by
N − 1 and adding a factor X for the t = 0 investment variables and a factor of Y for the
t = 1 operational decision variables equates to
ADV = (N − 1)(X +MX +MY ) +X + Y
= N ∗X + (N − 1)(MX +MY ) + Y (6.37)
total decision variables. Thus the number of decision variables grows linearly with N .
Furthermore, at each of the (N − 1)M branches at t > 1 their are Z operational con-
straints as well as half as many scenario specific capacity update equations, X2 , as there are
investment decision variables. There are also half as many core capacity update equations,
X
2 , as there are core capacity investment decision nodes or N and Z operational constraints
at t = 1. Thus the total number of constraints is given by






which grows linearly with N .
6.6.3 Implementation
The analysis in sections 6.6.1-6.6.2 conceptually shows the differences in problem size
between multistage and stochastic programs. In reality, however, multistage stochastic
programs are often approximated with two-stage stochastic programs as both modeling
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and solving large multistage programs is challenging. In Section 6.7 a two-stage stochastic
program is compared to an adaptive program. Because the two-stage stochastic program
has multiple time periods in the second stage, rather than one, the SP analysis can be
modified slightly in section 6.6.1 to accommodate for this by replacing the term (1−M
N
1−M )
in SPDV and SPC by (1 + M(N − 1)). This results in the following relationships where
adaption decision variables and constraints are slightly larger than those of the two-stage
SP.
ADV = SPDV + (N − 1)X (6.39)




Equations (6.39)-(6.40) show that compared to the special case of two-stage stochastic
programming with multiple time periods modeled in the second stage, adaptation has (N −
1)X additional decision variables associated with modeling the core and (N−1)X2 constraints
associated with modeling the core capacity update constraints. These additional decision
variables and constraints represent formulation features which are not present in stochastic
programming.
6.7 Comparison of adaptation and stochastic programming - results
The results of two adaptive programs, each having a unique value of β, and one stochastic
program are given in this section. Figure 6.5 shows the conceptual scenario trees correspond-
ing to each method. The choice of the β = 3.0 AEP and SP scenario 6 are chosen because
of their good performance in the folding horizon which is discussed in detail in chapter 7.
The choice of β = 1.0 is chosen as good sensitivity analysis to the β = 3.0 case and because
outside of the lack of memory, the β = 1.0 AEP formulation appear most similar to that of
the SP. Each case has 4 corresponding Tables/Figures described below.
1. Case AEP30 : a high β (β = 3.0) AEP
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• Table 6.1 : This table provides an analysis of WI core investments through time
and time averaged adaptive investments by scenario. In this table n1...n8 refer
to the eight scenarios under study.
• Figure 6.6-6.8 : These Figures show a a time series of cumulative WI investments.
Graphical service layer credits in Figures 6.6-6.8 are attributed to Esri et al.
(2013).
2. Case AEP10 : a low β (β = 1.0) AEP
• Table 6.2 : This table provides an analysis of WI core investments through time
and time averaged adaptive investments by scenario. In this table n1...n8 refer
to the eight scenarios under study.
• Figure 6.9-6.11 : These Figures show a time series of cumulative WI investments.
Graphical service layer credits in Figures 6.9-6.11 are attributed to Esri et al.
(2013).
3. Case SP6 : stochastic program with emphasis on scenario 6
• Table 6.3 : This table provides an analysis of SP scenario 6 WI investments (cu-
mulative 2024 investments characterize core 2018 investment decisions) through
time as well as cumulative “wait and see” investments (2024-2030 investment
decision available for operation in 2030-2036) for each scenario. In this table
n1...n8 refer to the eight scenarios under study.
• Figure 6.12-6.14 : These Figures show a time series of cumulative WI investments
for stochastic programming scenario 6 (SP6). Graphical service layer credits in



























































Figure 6.5 Scenario trees for adaptation and stochastic programs used in Figures 6.6-6.14.
Figure is conceptual and only displays 3 of 8 scenarios used in simulations.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.6 AEP β = 3.0 : WI 2024 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW
(Not all lines have labels).
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Figure 6.7 AEP β = 3.0 : WI 2030 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW
(Not all lines have labels).
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Figure 6.8 AEP β = 3.0 : WI 2036 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.9 AEP β = 1.0 : WI 2024 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW
(Not all lines have labels).
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Figure 6.10 AEP β = 1.0 : WI 2030 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW
(Not all lines have labels).
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Figure 6.11 AEP β = 1.0 : WI 2036 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.12 SP6 : WI 2024 cumulative core investment. Line investment in MW (Not all
lines have labels).
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Figure 6.13 SP6 : WI 2030 cumulative investment. Line investment in MW (Not all lines
have labels).
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Figure 6.14 SP6 : WI 2036 cumulative investment. Line investment in MW (Not all lines
have labels).
6.7.1 Result Discussion
With respect to Figures 6.6-6.14 and Tables 6.1-6.3, results show a surprising similarity
of generation investment (both in quanitity and location) in the initial time period across
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all three results. Where they appear to differ most in the initial investment period is
in the quantity of transmission investments, at least between the β = 3 and stochastic
programming scenario 6 results. Even so, the transmission investment locations themselves
are surprisingly similar. Despite the similarity of 2018 investments, differences become more
salient by 2036.
With respect to cases AEP30 and AEP10 (Tables 6.1-6.2), we observe the following
trends.
• High demand scenarios (n1,n3,n5,n6) tend to receive the highest adaptive or “wait
and see” investments in terms of MW however, we see this effect diminished.
• Adaptive PV technology investments tend to be highest in scenarios that require
high PV penetrations (n1,n2,n5,n7) for low β but for higher beta, no adaptive PV
investments are needed. Scenario n6 is an exception to this as it has higher PV
investments than n2. However, n6 is a high demand scenario and n2 is not.
• The high demand, low hydro scenarios (n5,n6) require the most natural gas adaptive
investments.
• As the robustness decreases from β = 3 to β = 1.0 EE core investment stays relatively
constant while transmission, wind, PV, technologies are significantly reduced, and gas
CCGT and DR-shift is eliminated. The order of the reductions gives an indication of
the most robust model technologies.
With respect to case SP6 (Table 6.3) similar trends are observed.
• High demand scenarios (n1,n3,n5,n6) tend to receive the highest adaptive or “wait
and see” generation and transmission investments (scenario 5 is an exception in trans-
mission investment but is only slightly lower than scenarios 4 and 8).
• Adaptive PV technology investments is highest in scenarios that require high PV
penetrations (n1,n2,n5,n7).
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• The high demand, low hydro scenarios (n5,n6) require the most natural gas adaptive
investments.
In comparing the two methods, we observe the trend of high transmission investment in
the initial period followed by high generation investment in the later periods. A potential
explanation for this is that new transmission helps to unlock new generation sites. Further-
more, by waiting until the second period to make major generation investments, the cost
of generation (which is typically an order of magnitude more expensive than transmission)
is allowed to further decrease as high growth technologies like wind and solar mature.
With respect to AEP10 it may be surprising to see core investment stagnate after the
first investment period. However, this should be expected per the formulation. When β = 1
adaptive and core investments carry the same capacity costs within a single time period.
Thus what drives the core investment for low β is the memory in the core. If an adaptive
investment is selected over a core investment, then in later time periods, it may need to
be re-purchased, whereas memory in the core avoids the need to re-purchase investments
there. The effect of core memory is diminished later in in the planning horizon until the last
time period is reached in which core and adaptive investments have exactly the same cost
since there are no future time periods to repurchase an adaptive investment. However, as
beta increases both core memory and the relative cost difference between core and adaptive
investment imposed by β affect the levels of core and adaptive investment.
We also observe that the SP6 “here and now” or 2024 core decisions (which are the same
for every scenario in the SP) are fairly similar to the 2024 cumulative core investments,
especially for generation, for the AEP cases (AEP30 and AEP10). Thus regardless of β or
method, each of the three cases tell the analyst to do similar things in the present. Where
the biggest differences are in this example is in how the two methods give information
about what to do in the future. SP gives future decisions conditional on what happens in
the future, while AEP gives a core trajectory that is independent of what scenario happens.
By scenario independent we mean that AEP core solutions do not require a scenario index to
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describe them because they are built for all scenarios. On the other hand, SP trajectories are
scenario dependent because they are built for a specific scenario. In terms of the magnetude
of MW investment, SP and AEP30 differ significantly than AEP10 in terms of total MW
investment while SP and AEP30 differ significantly in terms of natural gas MW investment.
6.8 Tuning Robustness Parameter
Thus far nothing has been said about how to select the parameter β. This section
intends to provide guidance on how one might select this parameter. As we know β is a
weighting parameter that adjusts the relative cost between core and adaptive investments.
Core investments, unlike adaptive investments, have memory and are necessarily installed in
every scenario. Thus there are long term implications of making core investments in terms
of operational costs. And so if a unit core investment 4Ct,c is to be more economically
attractive than a unit adaptive investment, it must be the case that :










which relates the total costs imposed by purchasing a core investment to the total costs
imposed by purchasing adaptive investments. Here OCt,c are the incremental operational
costs associated with investing in 4Ct,c more of core investment. Similarly, Here OCt,s
are the incremental operational costs associated with investing in 4Ct,s more of adaptive
investment in one or more scenarios.
It should be noted that the adaptive operational costs are temporary as adaptive in-
vestments have no memory, while once a core investment is made, operational costs will
be incurred for the remainder of the planning horizon. Furthermore adaptive costs can be
significantly reduced if they are only purchased in a few scenarios or if the scenario that
they are purchased in has a very low probability of occurring. If we rewrite equation 6.41
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as










we see that the inequality can be interpreted as giving the smallest β that forces a core
investment to occur rather than adaptive investment.
6.9 Potential benefits
Adaptation provides a different way of thinking about and formulating the traditional
capacity expansion planning formulation. Potential benefits explored in this work include
the following.
1. Adaptation provides a robust trajectory through time as opposed to traditional stochas-
tic programming which provides a robust investments in the initial time step.
2. Non-anticipative like behavior appears to be achieved at each time period without
exponential branching. The term Non-anticipative like behavior is used as adaptation
retains some of the qualities of non-anticipativity in SP and not others. For example
core decision variables in adaptation are forced to be the same across many scenarios
in the same way that decision variables are forced to be the same at nodes in stochas-
tic programming. However, while non-anticipativity is generally only modeled for
scenarios at time t that share the same parameter values up until time t, adaptation
has no such requirement for time periods after the initial node. In traditional SP,
non-anticipativity modeled at multiple time periods requires branching off of previous
branches (exponential growth). In adaptation, branching is from the core to the same
scenarios at every time period. Because the core contains flexible investments at every
time period, we say the AEP has Non-anticipative like behavior at every time period
with linear growth.
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3. Adaptation is always a two-stage SP, which may be useful for decomposition tech-
niques. Stage 1 is core trajectory investments and stage 2 is scenario specific adaptive
investments.
4. Adaptation may have better out-of-sample performance for a large problem for which
it is not possible to model many scenarios. What if the uncertainties under con-
sideration can swing from high to low or low to high limits in a single time step
(such as capacity factors or politically sensitive environmental policies every 4 years)?
Accommodating for this behavior in traditional stochastic programming may require
modeling a lot of scenarios. In adaptation the oscillatory behavior for a single scenario
might be captured in just two scenarios; all hi and all low. In other words, adaptation
may be more computationally efficient at modeling uncertainties that are inherently
random as opposed to an uncertainty that trends with the same annual positive or
negative growth rate for all time.
5. Treating the core investment decisions as integer variables and the scenario specific in-
vestment decision variables as continuous might be a powerful way to decrease integer
variables (there is only one core and many scenarios).
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CHAPTER 7. FOLDING HORIZON SIMULATION
7.1 Overview & Purpose
An expansion planning application identifies good future investments to minimize overall
costs while satisfying constraints on operations, investments, and environmental impacts.
Because these investments are necessarily dependent on future conditions, it is difficult to
test them in a realistic environment. The folding horizon simulation approach has been
developed to address this issue.
Because of the size of the stochastic and adaptive expansion plans, we are restricted
to a limited number of scenarios. An eight scenario AEP takes 6-8 hours to solve and
using more scenarios becomes increasing difficult to solve. According to Wikipedia (nda)
computation time trends polynomial with problem size for barrier methods and according
to Wikipedia (ndb) computation time can be as bad as exponential with problem size for
Simplex based methods. Thus without better algorithms (like decomposition) or hardware,
we are restricted in the space of uncertainties we are able to test within a single adaptive
or stochastic program.
A major benefit of the folding horizon is that it can evaluate the discovered solutions of
the adaptive and stochastic plans under many scenarios in a fraction of the time it takes to
solve the adatptive and stochastic programs. For example, 50 folding horizon uncertainty
exposures only takes 1-1.5 hours for the problem under consideration.
Not only that, but when we generate scenarios for the AEP, we restrict ourselves to
discretizing each random variable into two points (high and low). This results in 211 = 2048
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scenarios. We then use correlations and scenario reduction methods to obtain a set of eight
scenarios, which is computationally tractable within the AEP.
In using the Folding horizon, most random variables are sampled with 100 points each.
So not only do we escape the restrictions placed on uncertain parameters by the the scenario
reduction method and computational complexity of the AEP (8 scenario restriction) but
we also escape the restrictions placed on uncertain parameters by the scenario generation
procedure (2048 scenarios). Furthermore as we show in section 7.6 we can also begin to
escape restrictions placed on model size or fidelity. In this section the folding horizon
actually tests the model at a finer time granularity than the planning algorithm used to
develop the initial plans.
7.2 Method outline
The performance of a plan can be validated in a folding horizon simulation Mej́ıa-Giraldo
and McCalley (2014) illustrated in Figure 7.1. The folding horizon simulation takes a plan
or trajectory of investments through time and exposes it to the uncertainties under study
one year at a time for every year of the planning horizon. At least one and possibly two
operations are possible in every year of the folding horizon simulation.
1. Step 1 is the adequacy step. In step 1, the plan under study is subjected to the set
of uncertainties under study where the uncertainties are randomly sampled from a
probability distribution. No new investments are allowed. If the plan is capable of
finding a feasible solution subject to the operational constraints under study without
shedding load then the plan is deemed acceptable. Step 1 is then run on the next
time step in the planning horizon until all time periods have been simulated.
2. Step 2 is the re-investment step and is only run when step 1 fails to find a feasible
solution subject to operational constraints under study without shedding load. In
step 2, a multi-period planning problem is run and the minimum cost investments
that allow for a feasible solution without shedding load are added to the plan. On
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completion, the two step process is repeated in the next time period until all time





































































Figure 7.1 Folding horizon flow chart example of 1 bus system with simulated demand.
Adapted from Mej́ıa-Giraldo and McCalley (2014).
The folding horizon simulation is run N times (i = 1, ..., N) on each plan by exposing
each plan to the same sets of randomly generated uncertainty trajectories. After all simula-
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Results show that the core trajectory of the adaptive programming method performs com-
petitively with the scenario trajectories generated by the stochastic program in terms of
total cost when subjected to the folding horizon simulation indicating the core represents a
plan both economical and flexible to uncertain futures.
7.3 Markov chain development
In section 5 uncertainties are discussed in the context of planning. When we refer to
“planning” uncertainties we are referring to building and selecting characteristic trajectories
that serve as input to the adaptive and stochastic programs. However, because computation
time can increase significantly with the addition of scenarios, large stochastic and adaptive
programs generally can only handle a few characteristic scenarios as inputs. Thus, in this
work we include a validation methodology which allows us to simulate the performance of
the plans deterministically. Because the deterministic simulations run quickly in comparison
to the adaptive/stochastic models they can be run many times allowing exposure to more
scenarios than may be computationally tractable during the planning stage. In this section
the construction of individual scenarios through simulated uncertainties is detailed in the
context of validating plans within the folding horizon. In Table 5.3, reproduced here as
Table 7.1. for convenience, the 11 uncertain parameters are shown.
Columns 1-5 of Table 7.1 are described in section 5 and are used as input to scenario
construction for the planning process. Columns 6-7 are described here in relation to how
they are used to simulate data for the folding horizon validation tool. Column 7 defines the
“ Class” of the simulated uncertainty. Annual Growth Rate (AGR) indicates that an annual
growth rate per year is generated to build an uncertain trajectory of the uncertainty. Sink
represents a type of uncertainty where in any particular year there is a probability that
a non-reversible action will be implemented. The sink state modeled in Table 7.1 is a
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carbon tax in OR or WA where each year has a 0.15 probability that a carbon tax will
be implemented, and if it is implemented the carbon tax is permanent for the rest of the
planning horizon. Multiplier (Mult) indicates that a multiplier is generated every year and
applied to some base trajectory to attain a new trajectory. For build cost uncertainty, a
base trajectory of annual growth rates is first constructed, after which a multiplier is used
to scale each annual growth rate to produce a new annual growth rate trajectory. For hydro
output and the transmission multiplier uncertainties a multiplier scaling factor is developed
for each individual year to develop new values.
In order to implement the different simulated data classes, the AGR’s, Mults, and
probabilities associated with sink states are developed using Markov Chain state transition
matrices for each uncertainty defined in Table 7.1. This is achieved by first developing
a continuous normal distribution from column 6 of Table 7.1 where the top row of each
cell denotes the average and the bottom row in parenthesis represents standard deviation.
The distribution is then converted into a probability mass function (pmf) with 100 evenly
spaced discrete points between ±3σ. A state transition matrix P t composed of 100 rows
each containing a copy of the pmf is constructed. Thus, if we assume 1 transition per year
t, the pmf of the state can be generated by x0P
t where x0 is the initial state of the system.
An inverse CDF method, similar to that described at Dunn and Shultis (2012), is used
to produce states. For each time period from the pmf the cumulative distribution function
(cdf) at each time period is constructed. For each time period t the state is determined by
generating a random number xt between 0 and 1 which is used to select a position on the
cdf and traced back to a point on the pmf. Correlated data (see Table 5.1) uses the same
random number xt while an anti-correlated random variable uses 1 − xt. The simulated
data for 50 simulations is overlaid on top of the planning uncertainties (originally shown in
Figure 5.1), resulting in Figure 7.2.
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Table 7.1 Uncertainty Characterization for Planning and Validation






































Base Demand Growth (each
area demand growth
determined by base +
area specific demand growth)
1.7%









Peak Demand Growth (each
area peak growth
determined by base + area
specific demand growth)
1.92%




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.4 Description of Results
Two stage stochastic programs minimize expected cost over a number of possible sce-
narios where each scenario is required to make the same decision in the initial time period.
Two stage programs are often called a fan, since in the first time period each scenario must
make the same choices in investment space but for later time periods this condition is re-
laxed. In other words, scenario investment decision choices fan out over time. Thus the
reported solution of the SP is only the decisions made in the first time period. To generate
a solution for the second time period, the user must wait until the second time period and
re-run the simulation.
On the other hand, AEP defines a core or trajectory common to all scenarios as the
solution of the problem. Thus a fundamental problem in comparing the performance of the
AEP and SP is that AEP specializes in generating a trajectory across all time and scenarios
while SP specializes in generating an initial decision that looks good in the present across
all scenarios. We generate charts and figures that allow the methods to be compared in
two different ways; cumulative costs which cater to the strengths of the AEP and cost by
year which cater to the strengths of the SP. Furthermore, three different sets of results are
produced. These include
1. A standard comparison of AEP vs SP.
2. A comparison of AEP vs AEP with memory. In other words the planning model is
modified.
3. A comparison of AEP vs SP but with additional time steps modeled in FH. In other
words, the planning model remains the same but the validation method’s fidelity
increases.
Each of these results includes the same basic set of tables below, however in their
respective sections, the later two results contain several additional tables described there.
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1. Cumulative Cost Analysis
(a) Figures 7.3, 7.11, 7.20 : Displays average total simulated costs of AEP plans de-
veloped while varying β (beta increased from 0.2 to 3.0 in steps of 0.2). Each plan
or trajectory is simulated 50 times within the folding horizon where each of the
50 simulations uses a different set of simulated Markov Chain data, but all plans
are exposed to the same 50 sets of uncertain data. The plan corresponding to the
β with lowest simulated costs has a red line drawn through its top. This occurs
at β = 3.0 in this set of simulations. The last bar labeled “da” corresponds to
deterministic average which corresponds to the folding horizon simulated cost of
the plan developed using a deterministic plan with average uncertain parameter
values (the medium column in Table 7.1). Error bars both above and below the
bar top are estimated by two times the the sample variance. The “estimation
of the standard deviation of the sample mean” is that given in Dunn and Shul-
tis (2012) as σ√
N
where σ is the standard deviation of the 50 folding horizon
simulations and N = 50, the number of folding horizon simulations.
(b) Figures 7.4, 7.12, 7.21 : Displays average total simulated costs of each SP sce-
nario. Each plan or trajectory is simulated 50 times within the folding horizon
where each of the 50 simulations uses a different set of simulated Markov Chain
data, but all plans are exposed to the same 50 sets of uncertain data. The
bar second to last from the right corresponds to the the lowest AEP trajectory
and a red horizontal line is drawn through its top. The last bar labeled “da”
corresponds to deterministic average which corresponds to the folding horizon
simulated cost of the plan developed using a deterministic plan with average
uncertain parameter values (the medium column in Table 7.1). Error bars both
above and below the bar top are estimated by two times the the sample vari-
ance. The “estimation of the standard deviation of the sample mean” is that
given in Dunn and Shultis (2012) as σ√
N
where σ is the standard deviation of
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the 50 folding horizon simulations and N = 50, the number of folding horizon
simulations.
(c) Figures 7.5, 7.13, 7.22 : Displays average simulated costs of different components
of the AEP plan objective functions for varied β (beta increased from 0.2 to 3.0
in steps of 0.2). Figures 7.5, 7.13, and 7.22 contain total cost and penalty costs
which are defined below.
i. total : total plan simulated costs.
ii. load shed : Cost of shedding load.
iii. load lift : Not used 1.
iv. REC fine : Cost of missing renewable policy goals.
v. solar fine : Cost of missing solar penetration requirements.
vi. Capacity shortage : Cost of missing reserve constraint.
vii. Curtail : Cost of curtailing generation.
(d) Figure 7.6, 7.14, 7.23 : Displays adaptive and core generation and transmission
costs. Adaptive costs here refer to capacity investments, in addition to the core,
purchased within the folding horizon in the reinvestment step of Figure 7.1.
Operational and penalty costs are also included.
(e) Figure 7.7, 7.15, 7.24 : These are the same as Figures 7.5, 7.13, and 7.22 but for
each SP scenario (1-8) rather than the AEP with varied β.
(f) Figure 7.8, 7.16, 7.25 : These are the same as Figures 7.6, 7.14, and 7.23 but for
each SP scenario (1-8) rather than the AEP with varied β.
2. Cost and investments by Year Analysis
(a) Tables 7.2-7.3, 7.4-7.5, 7.6-7.7. Contain average simulated costs by year for the
best performing AEP β and SP scenario.
1Load lift is a slack variable in the power balance equation used to increase load at a bus. For trou-
bleshooting and specific types of studies it can be useful, however, for the studies of this dissertation it will
always be zero.
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(b) Figures 7.9-7.10, 7.17-7.18, 7.26-7.27 : Can be used to analyze core capacity
investments from the lowest simulated cost adaptive programming core and
stochastic programming scenario. The left hand column in each figure repre-
sents cumulative core investments from the planning stage. The right hand
columns show the cumulative adaptations or re-investments required when sim-
ulated within the folding horizon software. Additional points required to under-
stand these charts include the following :
i. Each spider contains cumulative capacity investment information for 50
Markov Chain exposures. The labels 1,5,10,...,45 starting at the 3 o’clock
position around the perimeter of each spider chart correspond to a specific
Markov Chain Exposure.
ii. The distance from the center to the perimeter of the spider charts represents
the amount of capacity investment.
iii. The left hand column always contains circular shapes as it represents the
plan under study which is implemented in the folding horizon regardless of
Markov Chain Exposure.
iv. The right hand column will not generally contain circular shapes as it repre-
sents increases in capacity necessary to accommodate for the various Markov
Chain exposures. Some Markov chain exposures trigger additional capacity
investments and others do not.
After the results comparing the AEP and SP, an additional set of results (first mentioned
in section 5.3) evaluating the stability of the AEP is given in section 7.8. The results and
discussion of this are delayed from section 5.3 until now as its discussion relies on knowledge
of the AEP structure and folding horizon software which is not fully addressed by section
5.3.
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7.5 Results and Discussion for standard comparison of AEP and SP
The results described in section 7.4 are displayed followed by an analysis of these results.



























Figure 7.3 Average adapation cost when simulated in the folding horizon software for
varied β.
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Figure 7.6 Average adaptive cost breakdown for varied β in folding horizon
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Figure 7.7 Average stochastic programming trajectory cost when simulated in the folding
horizon software by scenario with best adaptive cost from Fig 7.5.
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Figure 7.8 Average stochastic programming cost breakdown for each scenario in folding
horizon.
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Table 7.2 Average adaptive programming costs for β = 3.0
2018 2024 2030 2036 Total
Adap Gen 0 539 1,215 0 1,755
Adap Trans 0 72 101 0 173
Core Gen 26,844 32,391 29,503 0 88,738
Core Trans 6,221 268 308 0 6,797
Carbon 11,603 6,922 7,056 6,055 31,636
Fuel 79,153 61,380 45,889 29,312 215,733
VOM 13,492 10,167 7,363 4,894 35,916
FOM 28,485 23,563 20,280 18,265 90,593
Load Shed 0 0 0 1,375 1,375
Load Lift 0 0 0 0 0
REC fine 5,199 35 4 0 5,237
solar fine 0 15 36 25 75
Cap Short 0 0 131 0 131
Curtail 15 0 0 16 32
Total 171,010 135,352 111,887 59,941 478,191
Table 7.3 Average stochastic programming costs for scenario 6
2018 2024 2030 2036 Total
Adap Gen 0 453 0 0 453
Adap Trans 0 65 0 0 65
Core Gen 25,120 39,453 29,317 0 93,891
Core Trans 4,840 743 442 0 6,026
Carbon 11,603 7,206 6,678 5,845 31,331
Fuel 79,153 62,179 44,671 29,208 215,210
VOM 13,492 10,260 7,249 4,776 35,776
FOM 28,485 23,372 20,659 18,342 90,857
Load Shed 0 0 0 0 0
Load Lift 0 0 0 0 0
REC fine 5,199 43 8 0 5,251
solar fine 0 15 1,006 458 1,479
Cap Short 0 0 131 0 131
Curtail 15 0 38 100 153
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Figure 7.9 Left - Adaptation cumulative core investments for core (β = 3.0) with lowest
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Figure 7.10 Left - Stochastic programming trajectory (n6) cumulative investments with
lowest simulated folding horizon cost. Right - Stochastic programming tra-
jectory (n6) folding horizon annual adpations.
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Of note in Figures 7.3-7.4 is that as β increases from 0.2 to 3.0, the simulated costs of
the AEP tend to decrease. However, the rate of decrease appears to diminish significantly
after β = 2.0. In previous results, we actually observed a slight uptick in simulated costs if
β was continually increased, however, we do not observe this behavior here. Furthermore,
we observe that the least-cost simulated AEP plan is very competitive with the least cost
SP scenario (SP6). In this set of simulations total simulated costs for all AEP models with
β ≤ 2.4 up to β = 3.0 out perform the total simulated cost of each SP scenario, however,
the lowest cost AEP is found at β = 3.0.
Contributing factors to the cost difference appear to be slightly higher adaptations (re-
investment step costs) in AEP30 but significantly lower core costs for AEP30 than SP6.
Thus despite higher load shedding costs in AEP30, causing an additional reinvestment step
in 2036 that SP6 does not require, the overall cost of AEP30 ends up being lower than that
of SP6.
An additional cost difference that we see is in the solar penalties. This should not be
surprising since AEP30 has higher solar investment than SP6. However, it is interesting
to note that SP5 (stochastic programming scenario 5) is identical to SP6 but with high
solar requirements, and it performs less favorably than both SP6 and the least cost AEP
solution. Thus, claiming that SP6 would perform better if only its original plan had been
exposed to a high solar penetration set of parameters is not a valid argument.
In terms of initial costs, all eight SP scenarios have lower initial costs that the AEP30.
However, it is important to observe that for β = 0, there would be no investments in the
AEP core, thereby, generating a very cheap core in the first time period. Later time periods
would almost certainly incur very high penalties though, but for the first time period it
would be the cheapest option. What makes the SP scenario 6 have impressive performance
is both its low initial cost and low average cumulative cost for the entire planning horizon.
The AEP core also has impressive performance in that while it did not have the best average
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initial costs it did have the lowest average cumulative costs when comparing it to all eight
SP scenarios, and it did this while being scenario independent, albeit β dependent.
Thus while the SP scenario 6 did offer competitive performance across a variety of
Markov Chain exposures, it is difficult to know if scenario 6 is robust for a set of planning
scenarios without a validation check such as the folding horizon simulation. On the other
hand, if one has prior tuning experience with the β parameter, it may be able to design a
robust system independent of scenario using the AEP method.
7.6 Results and Discussion for comparison of AEP with and without
memory
In section section 6.5.3, we show that a major difference between adaptive and stochastic
programming is the lack of memory in adaptive investments. This begs the question of
what might happen if memory was not eliminated. This would be very similar to solving
an SP where all “wait and see” investments are decomposed into a “core” and “scenario
specific” component where the scenario specific component is multiplied by the robustness
parameter β. However, now the scenario specific components would accumulate throughout
the planning horizon rather than be forgotten after being operated on for a single period.
In this section we aim to show the performance attained by including memory in the
scenario specific investments. The figures and tables of this section (Figures 7.11-7.16,
7.17-7.18 and Tables 7.4-7.5) of this section are previously described in section 7.4. The
stochastic programming result is unchanged since only the AEP is modified but is reprinted
here to facilitate the analysis. However, a new figure (Figure 7.19) specific to this section,
not described in section 7.4 is included to compare the folding horizon average simulated
costs of AEP when the design of the AEP is obtained both with and without memory for
varied β.
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Figure 7.11 Average adapation cost when simulated in the folding horizon software for
varied β.
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Figure 7.14 Average adaptive cost breakdown for varied β in folding horizon
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Figure 7.15 Average stochastic programming trajectory cost when simulated in the folding
horizon software by scenario with best adaptive cost from Fig 7.5.
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Figure 7.16 Average stochastic programming cost breakdown for each scenario in folding
horizon.
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Table 7.4 Average adaptive programming costs for β = 2.4
2018 2024 2030 2036 Total
Adap Gen 0 539 1,215 0 1,754
Adap Trans 0 72 101 0 173
Core Gen 26,839 32,409 29,493 0 88,741
Core Trans 6,230 267 307 0 6,804
Carbon 11,603 6,921 7,054 6,056 31,633
Fuel 79,153 61,383 45,881 29,309 215,726
VOM 13,492 10,168 7,363 4,894 35,916
FOM 28,485 23,562 20,283 18,265 90,595
Load Shed 0 0 0 1,382 1,382
Load Lift 0 0 0 0 0
REC fine 5,199 35 4 0 5,237
solar fine 0 15 36 25 75
Cap Short 0 0 131 0 131
Curtail 15 0 0 16 32
Total 171,015 135,369 111,868 59,946 478,198
Table 7.5 Average stochastic programming costs for scenario 6
2018 2024 2030 2036 Total
Adap Gen 0 453 0 0 453
Adap Trans 0 65 0 0 65
Core Gen 25,120 39,453 29,317 0 93,891
Core Trans 4,840 743 442 0 6,026
Carbon 11,603 7,206 6,678 5,845 31,331
Fuel 79,153 62,179 44,671 29,208 215,210
VOM 13,492 10,260 7,249 4,776 35,776
FOM 28,485 23,372 20,659 18,342 90,857
Load Shed 0 0 0 0 0
Load Lift 0 0 0 0 0
REC fine 5,199 43 8 0 5,251
solar fine 0 15 1,006 458 1,479
Cap Short 0 0 131 0 131
Curtail 15 0 38 100 153
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Figure 7.17 Left - Adaptation cumulative core investments for core (β = 2.4) with lowest
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Figure 7.18 Left - Stochastic programming trajectory (n6) cumulative investments with
lowest simulated folding horizon cost. Right - Stochastic programming tra-
jectory (n6) folding horizon annual adpations.
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Figure 7.19 Comparison of simulated cost of AEP with and without memory for varied β.
The primary focus of this section’s discussion will be Figure 7.19. In this figure we
see that that for β < 1.4 adaptation without memory significantly outperforms AEP with
memory. However, for β ≥ 1.4, the two methods show almost identical results. It should not
be surprising that as β increase, the two methods mimic each-others behavior as we know
that if we were to drive β to infinity, they would give the same solution in the planning stage
since we would be comparing reasonably priced core investments with infinitely expensive
adaptive investments. Memory or not, infinitely expensive adaptive investments will never
be invested in resulting in a single core trajectory that would be the same set of methods
for both formulations (AEP with memory and without).
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A likely reason for the lower cost performance of the AEP without memory for low β
is that it tends to identify greater core investment for low β earlier than the AEP with
memory. This in turn results in lower penalties costs. The identification of greater core
investment for lower β in the AEP without memory can likely be attributed to the adaptive
investments in the planning horizon being less attractive. This because these investments are
not permanent throughout the planning horizon unlike AEP with memory whose adaptive
investments do have memory.
While we do find that the AEP with memory does outperform the AEP without memory
for some of the higher β solutions (and actually has the lowest cost overall at β = 2.4 ),
the differences are small and much smaller than differences between the methods for low β.
If we could design a problem such that the differences in simulated cost between methods
were larger for higher β, and if the AEP with memory was performing best in this range,
it might suggest that each method is most appropriate over different ranges of β. However,
we do not attempt to construct this scenario here. We simply suggest that depending on
the problem under consideration, it might be useful to define ranges where each method
performs best. Then no matter what β is selected we could obtain the lowest simulated
cost from the most appropriate formulation of AEP (memory or no memory).
7.7 Results and Discussion for comparison of AEP and SP with extra
time steps in folding horizon
This final result is similar to the the standard AEP vs SP comparison but is used to show
a feature of the folding horizon simulation that has not yet been demonstrated. Because
the folding horizon solves the planning model for a single scenario at a time and single time
step at a time, simulation times are very fast in comparison to the full multi-scenario AEP
and SP planning simulations.
Thus when we simulate within the folding horizon we can likely add additional detail
to the model validation that was not present during the planning stage. In this example we
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demonstrate this by moving to a time resolution of 3 years over 7 time periods rather than
the time resolution of 6 years over 4 time periods used in the planning stage. In exposing
the plan to additional time period we actually expose the plan to new hours as well. This
is because, our simulations are all based on a characteristic set of hours determined from
our deterministic base case. Since these characteristic hours vary by year, we end up
exposing the plans to hours in the new flexibility time points (2021, 2027, 2033) to sets of
characteristic hours they have not yet experienced. Results and discussion follow below.



























Figure 7.20 Average adapation cost when simulated in the folding horizon software for
varied β.
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Figure 7.23 Average adaptive cost breakdown for varied β in folding horizon
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Total Cost in billions of dollars vs scenario










































Figure 7.24 Average stochastic programming trajectory cost when simulated in the folding
horizon software by scenario with best adaptive cost from Fig 7.5.
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Total Cost in billions of dollars vs scenario










































Figure 7.25 Average stochastic programming cost breakdown for each scenario in folding
horizon.
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Table 7.6 Average adaptive programming costs for β = 3.0
2018 2021 2024 2027 2030 2033 2036 Total
Adap Gen 3,962 0 0 0 329 1,475 0 5,767
Adap Trans 0 0 0 0 110 0 0 110
Core Gen 26,844 0 31,613 0 28,762 0 0 87,220
Core Trans 6,221 0 268 0 308 0 0 6,797
Carbon 6,225 6,671 3,666 3,682 3,769 3,320 3,257 30,590
Fuel 42,468 36,304 32,381 26,425 24,402 15,809 15,811 193,600
VOM 7,239 6,139 5,391 4,377 3,927 2,737 2,635 32,446
FOM 15,283 14,162 12,802 13,006 10,954 11,504 9,775 87,486
Load Shed 0 661 0 0 0 0 682 1,343
Load Lift 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
REC fine 2,790 8 4 30 1 0 0 2,833
solar fine 0 0 8 5 19 5 13 50
Cap Short 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 66
Curtail 8 195 0 114 0 189 9 515
Total 111,039 64,140 86,134 47,639 72,583 35,039 32,248 448,822
Table 7.7 Average stochastic programming costs for scenario 6
2018 2021 2024 2027 2030 2033 2036 Total
Adap Gen 3,882 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,882
Adap Trans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Core Gen 25,120 0 38,681 0 28,610 0 0 92,411
Core Trans 4,840 0 743 0 442 0 0 6,026
Carbon 6,225 6,631 3,817 3,611 3,565 3,268 3,140 30,258
Fuel 42,468 36,480 32,818 25,986 23,758 15,726 15,723 192,959
VOM 7,239 6,167 5,442 4,347 3,867 2,734 2,568 32,364
FOM 15,283 14,044 12,697 13,238 11,155 11,560 9,824 87,801
Load Shed 0 677 0 0 0 0 0 677
Load Lift 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
REC fine 2,790 6 5 24 1 0 0 2,826
solar fine 0 0 8 110 497 201 253 1,069
Cap Short 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Curtail 8 100 0 362 20 324 53 868






































































































Figure 7.26 Left - Adaptation cumulative core investments for core (β = 3.0) with lowest







































































































Figure 7.27 Left - Stochastic programming trajectory (n6) cumulative investments with
lowest simulated folding horizon cost. Right - Stochastic programming tra-
jectory (n6) folding horizon annual adpations.
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Figure 7.28 Technology legend for Figures 7.26-7.27
As seen in the results above, the comparison does not change the fundamentals of the
comparison that we saw when comparing the standard AEP to the SP. In other words
1. AEP outperforms SP6 in terms of total cost for high enough β
2. SP has lower initial costs, while retaining good full trajectory performance.
However, what is very noticeable and different from before is that the total cost drops
considerably from ∼ 580 billion dollars for the best performing plans to ∼ 550 billion dollars.
While it would be satisfying to relate this to the increased flexibility points in the folding
horizon the answers are not truly comparable because in order to treat all the years equally,
we extend or repeat operations equally for each year. Thus 2036 only represents 3 years or
operations here while in previous folding horizons it accounted for 6 years. While the result
is similar as before in terms of the comparison the ability to increase the time resolution of
the validation method is still useful in that it can identify problems earlier and for greater
operational set-points than when we only validate over the years/blocks that we plan over.
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7.8 Scenario Stability Analysis
In-sample stability is evaluated in Figure 7.29 where the value of the AEP objective
function is determined for β = 3.0 as scenarios increase from 2 to 10. When compared to
the full objective function costs, the variation appears small, decreasing from ∼ 60 billion
dollars to ∼ 10 billion dollars on an objective function of ∼ 480 billion dollars. All three
methods appear to be converging to a value in the range of 465-485 billion dollars.
According to King and Wallace (2012), out of sample stability for a stochastic program
can be found by solving a stochastic program with a reduced scenario tree, extracting the
“here and now” decision variables from the reduced scenario tree, and then fixing the “here
and now” values of the full stochastic program to these values. King and Wallace (2012)
claim that a useful stability comparison is then to compare this modified full stochastic
program’s objective function for different scenario tree reductions.
In the problem used in this dissertation, two choices for the full tree include (1) the 128
scenarios from which the reduction is made and (2) the continuous distributions from which
we discretized the random variables of the problem. Method (1) could be achieved by fixing
the here and now values into the stochastic program and then solving the 128 scenarios
separately King and Wallace (2012). Unfortunately, (2) would not be possible to achieve
with our standard linear programming tools as they require discretized random variables.
However, we can and do attempt to approximate method 2 using a simulative approach
called the folding horizon described in section 7. With the folding horizon methodology, we
retain the core value of the adaptive program from a reduced scenario tree and then expose
it to uncertain parameter values generated using Markov Chains. This allows us to expose
the cores to parameters not included in any of the 128 scenarios from which we reduce the
problem. Furthermore we run the exposure 50 times per reduced scenario tree.
Figure 7.33 shows the average values of the 50 exposures within the folding horizon for
the 3 different scenario reduction methodologies while Figure 7.34 gives a more detailed box
and whisker diagram for the same set of simulations. According to Mathworks MATLAB
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online Documentation MathWorks (2018), in the box and whisker diagram the red line in
the box designates the median value of the 50 exposures while the bottom and top of the
box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles. The whiskers correspond to the range values
take that are not considered outliers. Outliers are indicated by red ”+” symbols past the
end of the whiskers .
Using the folding horizon approach we might say a scenario reduction method appears
out-of-sample stable in Figure 7.34 if the box and wisker diagrams associated with the
folding horizon costs are relatively tight as we vary the amount of scenarios that are used
to develop the plan with the AEP. With this working definition of out-of-sample stability,
Figure 7.33 indicates that each of the three reduction methods appear relatively stable, with
the worst performance coming from the “clustering on investment decision variables”.Even
so this method exhibits costs in the range of ∼ 485 to 520 billion dollars corresponding to
a band of ∼ 35 million dollars on ∼ 500 billion dollars or ∼ 7% the cost of the objective.
As expected, less stable performance tends to occur when we develop plans using less than
8 scenarios. However, as the scenarios increase from 2 to 10, all three methods appear
to converge to a tight range of ∼ 480 to 485 billion dollars. It is notable that the input
method appears to be outperforming both output methods in terms of cost. The reason
for this can be seen in Figure 7.34 where a lower average value in Figure 7.33 corresponds
to a tight distribution of costs in 7.34 and a higher average value in 7.33 corresponds to a
wider spread of costs in 7.34. The wider spread of points is caused by greater load shedding,
capacity shortage, and reinvestment costs in the folding horizon objective shown in Figures
7.30-7.32.
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Figure 7.29 In Sample Stability Analysis
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Figure 7.30 Output method (clustering on investment decisions) avererage folding horizon
costs for varied Scenarios
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Figure 7.31 Output method (clustering on objective costs) avererage folding horizon costs
for varied Scenarios
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Figure 7.32 Input method (GAMS ScenRed2) avererage folding horizon costs for varied
Scenarios
The conclusions we can draw from this stability analysis is that all three methods appear
to be approaching similar values when the number of scenarios chosen is at least eight.
However, we find the best overall performance in the input GAMS ScenRed2 and clustering
on total costs output methods. It has been observed, but we do not show this here, that for
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a lower AEP β stability deteriorates for out of sample stability, since a lower β will generally
correspond to higher total penalty costs. While the folding horizon experiment could likely
be set up to avoid out of sample stability problems altogether by simulating data with
lower standard deviation and thus keeping the simulated data inside the original planning
uncertainty envelopes given in Figure 5.1, we intentionally chose large enough standard
deviations for the simulated data such that model parameters would sometimes leave the
planning uncertainty envelopes. This is shown in Figure 7.2. In setting the problem up
this way the folding horizon can be used to simulate catastrophically stressing the designs
beyond the parameters chosen in the planning stage.
In the out-of-sample stability test, the single input method is likely outperforming the
two output methods by selecting more stressful characteristic scenarios. Thus when a design
is exposed to a difficult simulated set of data, the load shedding and capacity shortage
penalties are minimized. While all three methods exhibit similar stability for at least 8
scenarios, we tend to use the input GAMS ScenRed2 method for two reasons. Because
it only uses the random variables that serve as input to the stochastic programs, rather
than output from deterministic programs, it avoids the need to re-simulate several hundred
deterministic programs anytime the model or model data changes which saves a significant
amount of time when producing results. However, it is important to note that it is difficult
to generalize this performance analysis to reductions where random variables are discretized
into 3 or more values as it has been observed in Maloney and McCalley (2017) that this
can cause scenarios to clump around the average value.
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Figure 7.34 Out of Sample Stability Analysis
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7.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, the formulations, computational complexity, and quantitative results of
two different methods for planning under uncertainty are compared via a folding horizon
simulation. Results indicate the adaptive method for a carefully chosen β performs com-
petitively against stochastic programming scenarios. For the results given we find AEP
finds the lowest cumulative cost while SP finds a low cost trajectory but with very low ini-
tial costs. Furthermore, this comparison highlights that AEP builds scenario independent
(but β dependent) trajectories that are cost competitive for all time periods while SP finds
scenario dependent (but β independent) solutions. By scenario independent/dependent we
mean that AEP core solutions do not require a scenario index to describe them because
they are built for all scenarios. On the other hand, SP trajectories are scenario dependent
because they are built for a specific scenario.
In addition to comparing SP vs AEP, AEP with and without memory are compared.
In this analysis, AEP without memory appears to outperform AEP with memory for low β
while the two have similar costs for higher β. This might suggest that depending on how
the problem is modeled and validated, the two different methods may specialize in good
performance only for specific ranges.
We also introduce the simulation method with increased model fidelity. We do so by
adding additional time steps which also indirectly exposes the model to new hours or blocks
as well. A natural extension to this might be to expose the model to additional constraints
or model enhancements when validating solutions. An additional use of the tool may be
to iteratively update a plan for the purposes of design by starting with a plan with zero
investments and then letting the folding horizon determine what investments are needed to
minimize production and reinvestment costs.
Finally, we revisit the concept of scenario reduction stability and observe that for the
value of β tested, AEP appears relatively stable with regard to in-sample and out-of-sample
stability. Though we do not test lower values of β it is likely the costs in regard to out-of-
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sample stability would be less stable for lower β as this would result in more load shedding.
In terms of the methods evaluated, we find the best performance in clustering on the
objective function cost and the GAMS scenRed2 method.
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CHAPTER 8. CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE
RESEARCH EXTENTENSIONS
The electric power industry must be very careful in planning investments because any
investments are capital intensive and have long lives Maloney et al. (2016) c© 2016 IEEE.
Investments, once made, are very difficult to revise. Exploring the investment space via
computation is therefore very attractive. However, it has only been within the last 10 years
or so that algorithm, hardware, and software development has matured to the point where
investment planning across the spectrum of infrastructure types (e.g., cooptimized decision-
making which includes generation and transmission technologies) for large power grids is
possible. The research reported in this dissertation takes cooptimized decision-making a
step further by further developing and assessing various ways to include uncertainty in the
decision-making process.
From this work, we draw a single and centrally important conclusion: it is computa-
tionally possible to use today’s state-of-art optimizers in exploring the investment space
associated with large-scale power grids. Doing so is highly beneficial in that it identifies
solutions that reflect the best trade-offs between cost and robustness in the face of an uncer-
tain future. These solutions cannot be efficiently identified using deterministic optimization.
The code-sets developed in this research for performing such analyses are research-grade.
Planning authorities, utilities, and regulatory agencies responsible for coordinating and
making future investments should make a concerted push to bring these code sets to a
commercial level of maturity.
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8.1 Contributions
The basic methods used in this dissertation, SP, AEP, and folding horizon simulation,
were developed previous to the work reported in this dissertation. A major part of the
contributions of this work were to bring conceptual understanding to the relationships
between them, to mature their application, and to identify how they should be used together.
With regard to the SP and AEP methods, and folding horizon simulation, we describe the
contributions contained in this dissertation below.
1. Relationship between SP and AEP : We mathematically show the relationship between
the two planning methods. This resulted in three major benefits.
(a) Analytic Difference : We find three major structural differences between the two
approaches. The first is that the structure of the SP is very similar to that
of the AEP if we decompose each of the SP’s “wait and see” investments into
a core and scenario specific component. The effect of this is that while the SP
reports the best thing to do in the present, the AEP reports a trajectory through
time of investments. The second is that the adaptive program contains the
robustness parameter β which weights the relative cost between core and adaptive
investments. In effect, β determines the AEP design’s robustness. Third, all SP
investments have memory meaning that an investment made in one time period
is carried over to the next time period. AEP on the other hand only has memory
in its core investments.
(b) Complexity Analysis : This work updates our understanding of computational
complexity between AEP and SP. For the same number of scenarios, the size
of each model is very similar with AEP being slightly larger. This is noted in
Olatujoye (2015). However, we generalize this discussion to the CEP as opposed
to the TEP. Furthermore, we show that the AEP is able to make flexible deci-
sions to multiple scenarios at every point in time while retaining linear decision
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variable and constraint growth while SP requires exponential decision variable
and constraint growth to make flexible decisions to multiple scenarios at every
point in time.
(c) Consistency of code-sets to enable comparisons : The understanding gained from
the analytic comparison allows a consistent implementation of the SP, AEP, and
deterministic models within the same codeset. This means that whenever the
methods shared a common analytic foundation, their code sets could be, and
were made to be identical. Furthermore, the code set contains the ability to
operate in deterministic mode meaning under certain conditions we could check
for consistency between the deterministic mode and the folding horizon code. In
effect, the ability to operate the the code in three different modes where much
of the formulation was reused allowed us to avoid unnecessary differences when
comparing results between methods.
2. In addition an improved conceptual understanding of the methods under considera-
tion, the maturity of the AEP, SP, and folding horizon applications has been enhanced.
We described each of these below in detail.
(a) Folding Horizon
i. We identify and demonstrate new applications of the folding horizon in this
dissertation which includes the following :
A. Use as a search tool for comparing and evaluating different planning
methodologies such as the SP, standard AEP, AEP with memory, and
deterministic. After producing the plans and comparing investment de-
cisions, we use the folding horizon simulation to validate the performance
of both against each other over the same 50 simulated sets of data. This
allows us to compare average costs from cores from the AEP for different
values of robustness parameter β to each scenario of the SP. By break-
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ing down the costs, we compare the two methods where we might expect
them to perform best; the SP initial costs, and the AEP trajectory costs.
We also compare both of these methods to a typical deterministic prob-
lem to validate the enhanced performance of the robust decision making
tools.
B. Use as an out of sample stability analysis of scenario generation/reduction
methods. In Chapter 5 an analysis of out of sample stability is given for
three separate scenario reduction methods.
C. Use as an out of sample validation of existing plans with respect to time
and blocks. Generally we have to pick a reduced set of years in our
planning models, especially in regard to multi-scenario based planning
techniques, in order to reduce computational complexity. Because the
folding horizon looks at 1 scenario at a time and a reduced set of time
periods within the scenario at every step it can quickly validate the plan
over many scenarios. This allows the us to actually increase the com-
plexity of the model in the folding horizon validation by increasing the
the time resolution. In this work we move from four to seven time peri-
ods between planning and validation processes. In doing so we actually,
expose the plan to hours/operational set points it did not observe in the
initial planning stage as well.
ii. We extend the FH for use within the CEP as opposed to the GEP and
enhance the folding horizon to handle investment decision time delays and
many state rather than two state Markov Chains.
(b) AEP and SP
i. With regard to the comparison of SP and AEP we provide a large system
qualitative comparison of methods. With regard to the AEP only, we ma-
ture the current formulation to weight all capacity decision variables with
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robustness parameter β in the objective rather than just the terms pertain-
ing to generation and transmission costs. Additionally, we force adaptive
and core investments in all time periods to have identical time delays to
better represent the costs of the two investment classes.
In addition to the developement and interpretation AEP, SP, and folding horizon,
contributions were made to deterministic cooptimized planning which included
3. Increased Computational Efficiency : The developement and evaluation of methods
to improve of computational efficiency of long term planning models. In Chapter 4,
the subgridding method is developed to study the BPA within the WI. Performance
benefits for the two systems studied are on the order of 10x and 100x while retaining
similar or better performance than solving the full WI system. Furthermore, a version
of binary disjunctive line filtering is applied to the CEP where previously it had been
applied to the TEP.
4. New dataset developement and validation : The construction and validation of a new
planning dataset and code for use with Iowa State planning tools. The development of
net load blocking software to determinst characteristic hours, automated transmission
costing, and ArcGis Visualization. Furthermore the cooptimization model and its
planning tools are validated while while quantifying the benefits of cooptimization on
a large scale model of the WI.
8.2 Conclusions
This work stands as a potential rodemap for how to use the AEP and SP methods
together. The argument has been made that the only decisions we ever need to make are
those pertaining to actions that can be taken “now”, i.e. in the present, a modeling feature
that stochastic programming embodies. However, we know from experience in our own lives
that this is not always true. When we plan a vacation or go to the movies we generally have
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some baseline for what the trip will entail before leaving and generally know what movie
we will see before arriving at the theature. Thus we claim to have already made our second
stage decisions of vacation plans and the movie we will watch at the same time we make
our first stage decision of whether or not to go on a vacation or visit the theature. We
argue that one reason for this is that these are group activities with many stakeholders, and
that generating a vision for what is to come is a necessary step for building a consensus on
group activities. Without a concrete vision or plan to discuss, a consensus cannot be built,
and some parties potentially interested in attending the event will simply pursue alternative
plans.
Cooptimized generation and transmission planning is no different in that there are many
stakeholders who would like to come to an agreement on a set of investment decisions. As
an example, a transmission company will likely avoid starting an expensive decade long
transmission line project to a remote location without certainty that adequate generation
will be built to help pay for it. In this case, we might consider the decade long transmission
project a stage 1 decision and whether or not to start a 2 year wind project at the remote
end of the line a stage two decision. It could be argued that a single central optimization
algorithm would never construct a stage 1 transmission line to a remote site where no
generation gets built in stage 2. However, it might be possible if the benefits to building the
generation are very high for all scenarios except a few where their are no benefits and the
generation is not built in stage 2. While this type of decision making might result in the
lowest expected cost to the overall grid, it may do so by exposing several of the stakeholders
to more risk than they are actually willing to take on. A transmission company that can’t
afford that risk, however small it may be, will simply opt out of the central optimization
algorithm’s plan for alternative opportunities.
Thus we suggest that that the AEP should used be as a vision/consensus building
technique to pitch bundles of investments through time when stage 2 certainty is required
like our transmission example. Thus we refer to the AEP as a consensus building or planning
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tool. On the other hand, SP, which determines the best thing to do in the present, we refer
to as decision making tool. Thus, the choice of using the AEP or SP for a particular
situation may be dependent on the number of stakeholders to which the output decisions of
the methods must be communicated to. For work that must be reviewed and accepted by a
large group, the trajectory based solution may be very appealing for determining minimum
base solutions to which all parties can agree and around which they can mobilize. However,
for a single party or central decision maker, SP may be more attractive as it should give
the best “here and now” decisions, and certainty in future decisions are less important since
the central planner need not worry about building consensus among stakeholders.
8.3 Future Work
Given the computational complexity of using probabilistic programming methods a use-
ful area of extension to this work would be in the use of advanced decomposition techniques.
Methods such as Bender’s decomposition and progressive hedging have been used to solve
stochastic programs, and a mulstistage version of Bender’s decomposition called stochastic
dual dynamic programming is used to solve the adaptive program in Mejia-Giraldo (2013).
However, adaptation can be modeled as a two stage stochastic program so the relative
benefits in terms of computational performance and implement-ability when compared to
a two stage Benders Decomposition implementation is warranted. Furthermore, commer-
cial solvers such as GAMS GAMS Development Corporation (2015) have built in two stage
Benders Decomposition algorithms. A additional decomposition methodology would include
progressive hedging.
Through decomposition methods larger models can be solved more efficiently with the
idea being that larger models correspond to more model fidelity and better solutions. An
alternative method of model fidelity enhancement involves determining which uncertain
parameters affect the problem most and then using higher fidelity discretizations for these
parameters and lower fidelity discretizations for uncertain parameters have little affect on
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solution. Developing methods to efficiently determine what uncertain parameters affect
the model most would be extremelly useful for reducing problem size and computational
complexity.
In addition to improving the solve speed of probabilistic based programming models,
the comparison of stochastic programming and adaptive programming could and should
be extended to multistage stochastic programming. In this dissertation, adaptation results
are strictly compared against 2 stage stochastic programming results. To efficiently make
this comparison on a large system, improvements to the solution methodology as described
above may be necessary. The benefits of multistage modeling could then be validated in
folding horizon like simulation.
In terms of the folding folding horizon methodology used in Mejia-Giraldo (2013) and
this dissertation, plans are exposed to various “out of sample” parameter values not included
in the design of the plans. A potentially interesting parameter to further test in this manner
is the actual blocks over which the simulation is run. Given that simulating over all 8760
hours of the years is currently computationally intractable on large systems with current
computing resources, the hours is a highly under sampled space. Understanding the effect
of exposing a plan to set of hours it was not designed for but for which it will likely face
in operation, albeit briefly, could help quantify how many of the 8760 hours are actually
needed to robustly generate plans.
A second issue concerning the folding horizon is determining the best implementation of
the reinvestment step. Currently, when the reliability criterion is violated, the operational
costs of the violated production costing step are retained for reporting and the reinvestment
step is only used to compute the additional capacity needed to ensure the reliability criterion
is not violated. Furthermore, the folding horizon uses the current time period and past time
periods to determine the reinvestment capacities. Alternative ways of implementing this
step might include replacing the failed reliability criterion check operational cost with the
reinvestment step’s operational costs. However, this might have the effect of favoring plans
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with little to no investment within the folding horizon. Additionally, the current folding
horizon implementation finds reinvestments by taking a step back in time. A potential
modification to this could be allowing the reinvestment to occur moving forward. However,
a potential disadvantage of implementing the folding horizon this way is that unless the
reinvestment step is modeled as a stochastic or adaptive program, the reinvestment step
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